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Governor Mills has appointed the
following notaries: Atanasio Roibal,
Pecos, San,' Miguel county; James N.
Harper, Red Rock, Grant county; Ramon Sanchez, Penasco, Taos county;
Jesus M. Martinez, East Las Vegas,
San Miguel county.
For the Treasury.

Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received1 the following sums for
thp trpftsnrv Frnm .lacnhn Chaves.
insurance fund $4,360.18; from Chas.
V. Safford, traveling auditor, bank ex- 9F- Game and Fish
aminpra lean
Warden Gable, $6.25; Territorial Sec
filings,
retary Jaffa,
corporation
$1,795.

,

The Ghost Walk,
Every' one in the capital seemed in
a good humor today. Today the
"ghost" walked with pay checks.
Back From Big Tour.

Having traveled 500 miles in his
auto; visited 40 teachers' and delivered 24 addresses, Superintendent J.
E. Clark of the department of public
Instruction had somewhat of the William Jennings Bryan smile on his face
after a successful week's work of
speechmaking and traveling. "I had
a very delightful trip," he said, "and
did not meet with an accident in all
the eight days travel.
"I have written several letters describing the trip. I wish to lay stress
on the good work being accomplished by Bias Sanchez, superintendent of public schools in Mora county.
He has the schools in excellent condition.
He has visited each school
several times this year and he has a
remarkably efficient system of keeping record of the work done and the
funds to do more. He can pull out a
little ledger from his pocket and tell
the school teachers just how much
longer the funds will allow them to
keep their schools open. During our
visit he lengthened the school term
one month in each of five schools as
he found there were funds ito
justify
it. Mr. Sanchez 1 Insisting: that the
teachers get the Spanish speaking
children to study English and the
teachers without exception, are' lendto him in his
ing their
good work."
New Company.

The National Slavonic Society of
the United States of America has
been admitted to the territory. It is
a fraternal organization.
Decision in Rio Puerco Case.

The following is the full text of
the opinion of the Territorial Board
of Water Commissioners in the appeal of H. A. Jastro, appellant, vs.
Rio Puerco Irrigation Company, ap-- i
pellee, from the action of Uie territorial engineer in refusing to reject
the application of the Rio Puerco Irrigation Company for extension of
"time in which to commence work under approved application No. 78, the
territorial engineer being directed to
refuse the extension:
On July 21, 1908, the territorial engineer approved application No. 7S of
Rio Puerco Irrigation Company for
permit to appropriate certain waters
of the Rio Puerco for the
irrigation!
or lands chiefly on the Bernabe M.
Montano land grant in the countias
of Bernalillo and Sandoval, New Mexico.
In approving said application
the territorial engineer fixed the time
within which the work of construction should be commenced, the time
when
of the work should be
completed, and the time when the
whole work should be completed', as
follows:
Work to be commenced March 1st,
one-fift-

h

1909.

One-fiftto be completed January
21st, 1910.
Whole ' of work to be completed
July 21st, 1912.
On the 19th day of February, 1909,
applicant applied' for an extension of
h

time for commencing construction of
three months or until June 1st, 1909,
which extension was
On the 1st day of granted.
March, 1909, applicant again applied for an extension
of time within which to commence
construction, alleging, as the reason
for such extension of
time, that it
had been unable to ohtnin t
pay for construction but
expected to
i;onciuae
negotiations and obtain
funds with which to commence construction within the time stated in
their application for extension.
The law does not expressly authorize the territorial engineer to if rait
the time for commencing work of construction, but it does provide that he
shall state in his approval the time
within which the work shall be com
pleted.
The law also provides that
he shall allow an extension of time
on request of applicant equal to the
time during which work was prevent
ed by the operation of law or other
causes, Deyond the power of the applicant to control.
The board is of the opinion that
the facta stated In the request of applicant do not constitute nrnnar cniise
for an extension of time within the
meaning of the statute and the
'

on Page Four.

EI Paso, Texas, March 31. A stubbornly fought and bloody battle between 300 insurrectos and 200 federal
troops has raged around the little
town of Santa Barbara, southeast of
Chihuahua, since Wednesday morning.
Both sides have sent for reinforcements. The percentage of killed and
wounded is said to be high, both sides
exhibiting great coolness and bravery.
Mexican Arithmetic.
El Paso, Texas, March 31. The Herald correspondent at Hermosillo, un-

r:i
Viterbo, Italy. March
Governor Mills received a
Alfano, commonly known as Erricone,
accused of, being the head of the Nealong distance message from X
politan Camorra, perhaps the most S Las Vegas asking for the aid X
powerful and certainly the most fear
of the mounted police in the ef- - S
ed man In Italy, was called for inter
fort to find the kidnaper of
rogation today in the trial of the
X Weldo Rogers In Las Vegas. X
The crimes laid at this X
Captain Fred Fprnoff who was X
man's door are numberless.
Under X In Socorro, was immediately
'
the gruelling today, Erricone main- X
to Raton and Cap- dispatched
tained the insolent assurance whieh X tain Collier to Las V
X
gas.
has repeatedly saved him from arrest
in the past. He denied every accusation and ridiculed the tradition of hia
"The three year old prandson
of
"
,
der yesterday's date, says that the power.
H. L. Waldowas Kidnapped at
Judge
A Dramatic Scene.
fight now raging at San Rafael is the
Las Vegas and ransomed for $12,000."
most important of the revolution in
VitrbO, Italy, March 31. Lovers 01 Such were the sensatinnal
stand-uthe
state.
this
dramatic had their fill at today's that reached Santa Fe this tidings
It is a
fight. Last
morning.
night, the government issued a bul- hearing, for Erricone held the specta- As soon as this news was posted on
letin claiming that in the battle, 78 tors spellbound with the eloquence of
the New Mexican's bulletin board, at
revolutionists had been killed and his denials. The man is innocent or an
early hour, it spread over the city
the government had lost sixteen kill- is a consummate artmv,.
. j uc jji yj like wild fire and created widespread
o
wounded.
But ceeded. his slender figure seemed to
ed, and twenty-twindignation that would have been om- this morning, of these twenty-twgrow until It dominated
the court inous for the kidnapper had he been
wounded, fifty-sibadly wounded sol- room and friends and enemies shrank arrested here, for a crime of that kind
diers arrived here from the front. from the gaze that he fixed first upon is
regarded as one against an entire
After three days' fighting the govern- one and then another, while he pourand against which fathcommunity,
ment has issued no bulletin, claiming ed forth the most scathing
arraign- ers and mothers are helpless to devictory. The rumor is that 200 Yaquis ment of the authorities that ever had fend themselves.
Men otherwise, ad
fighting with the government have been heard in an Italian court of jus- vocates of the strictest law observtice.
over
to
in
a
the rebels.
gone
body
ance, were wrought up to the point
Thousand Killed at Ures.
Victim of Yellow Journals.
that they would have made a sieve
Tucson, Ariz., March 31. A federal
Viterbo, Italy, March 31. "I am a of the villain's body using Winchesofficer at Nogales reports that a thou- victim of Yellow Journalism," he ters to do it with. And who could
sand men have been killed in a battle cried. "I have been ruined by Caribl-neer- s blame them?
between federals and rebels in the vi
who have made me appear as
Mother Pleaded!
cinity of San Rafael and Ures, that an assassin." Erricone cnnlrt
The story reads like an episode out
has been raging since Monday accord- have done it better it he had rehears- of a dime novel.
Night before last,
ing to a special from that point. It is ed the part for years. He began mod- two masked strangers entered the
said that many women and children estly and calmly, the court
being ab- house of Attorney A. T. Rogers,
are among the victims.
solutely silent when he was com- Jr.,
the
Las
at
Vegas.
manded to come from the prisoner's
of
Federals Routed.
Judge H. L. Waldo.
Tucson, Ariz., March 31. A force steel cage and taken to a place before Mr. Rogers was away at Raton attendof one hundred and fifty federals
the bar. Gradually raising his voice ing the session of the district court.
sent out from Caborca, 'Sonora, and display of emotions, he soon had The intruders invaded the room of a
was routed by a band of rebels near the auditors enthralled. Aa the
and comques- brother, William Rogers,
Cervantes ranch in the Altar district tioning proceeded, Erricone showed pelled him to give up a revolver. They
according to reports today. The band signs of irritation, finally trembling then forced their way, into the apartis believed to be the one which some with excitement.
As the thrusts of ment of Mrs. Rogers and demanded
time ago committed depredations on the president and crown
her son. ? Sirs. Rogers
Waldo,
prosecutor
- The
the Arizona stdo. nt th
w;nt ioma, ESirivonc's lace took on wne helilasi. site p"'"ded and'
She offered' afThr jewels, all
rebels are expected to move on Cabor the aspect of a
savage animal. Sud- her
ca, which is now being fortified.
all her property, but one
money,
he
abandoned all attempts at
denly
of the villains replied:
Report of Battle Exaggerated.
composure and gave a free reign to
Nogales, Sonora, March 31. The re his
""I Want the Kid!"
feelings in a peroration truly eloport that, a thousand men were killed quent.
"To hell with your jewels, I want
in a battle at Ures are declared to
the kid!"
be greatly exaggerated by persons ac
"LET ME WRITE HEADDespairing Mrs. Rogers begged for
quainted with the situation before the
LINES!" ASKS EDUCATOR. permission to clothe the child warmbattle began. According to itoforma- ly and comfortably.
This was granttion furnished by federal offio irs here,
It is Advertising That Rules World ed, while the robber cooly waited. The
guerrilla warfare in the vfiinity ot
mother hugged and kissed her darling
Today and is Making the
Ures has continued for the ist three
in frantic farewell until the' criminal
Tomorrow.
days but the total casualtir In dead
tore the boy out of her arms,
and wounded captured on pth sides.
a horse and was off
Lawrence, Kansas, March 31. Dean mounted
it is believed,-- will not
ceed 300, Shailer Mathews
in
letthe
of
dark, leaving a
the
Divinity
Both sides barricaded belt.hd
trees
and rocks and firing has been almost school, University of Chicago, who is ter of instructions, in which a demand
giving a series of lectures at Kansas was made for $12,000 in cash. Who
continuous.
university, believes the headlines of can describe the agony of that moth- the daily newspaper go farther toward !er? Her despair? Mr. Rogers was
DASTARDLY RAID MADE
.reached as soon as possible and he
ON CO-EDORMITORY. shaping public opinion than any other came home
agency. In an address to the faculty
yesterday morning on the
of the university today he said:
flyer. No time was lost in securing
Twelve Hundred Students Suspended
"Let me write the headlines of the the money and setting in motion evin Washington State College
daily newspaper if I am to create pub- ery agency possible to recover the
at Spokane.
lic opinion. The man who shapes the child. The letter of instructions
Spokane, Washington, March 31.
story wields the most In- had directed:
Instruction was suspended at the newspaper
Red Light in the Window.
fluence in shaping public opinion.
Washington State college as the re"If you are ready to deliver the
"In the analogy between,
teaching
sult of a strike of students. At a and the work of the
newspaper teach- money, set a red light In a certain
meeting of the student body it was ers should look upon themselves as window at 10 o'clock in the evening."
decided that all of the 1200 youths and
with the editors of news- It then directed that the money should
maidens attending the college should papers and others
be
creating the great 11 taken to a certain spot in a road,
remain away from classes until the tomorrow that is to be."
miles from Las Vegas that same
night. These instructions were folculprits who participated in a raid
'
on the girl's dormitory early Tuesday AFFIDAVIT OF PREJUDICE"
lowed; Mr. Rogers in his automobile
SECURES CHANGE OF VENUE. made the trip to the lonely spot and
morning were apprehended and exthere met his man. He delivered the
pelled. Pickets were stationed today
al all entrances to the building to pre George B- Cox, Cincinnati's Republi money but the child was not there.
"The child is in Kearny's Gap," he
vent anyone. entering the class room.
can Boss, Will Be Tried for
was Informed.
Two horses were
During the raid on the dormitory
Perjury at Batavia. ;,
standing in the road and two men galearly Tuesday morning the beds of
more than a dozen young women were
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 31. George loped away. Will Rogers speeded to
overturned and the girls were then B. Cox, the Republican leader, prob- Kearny's Gap. There the child was
bauled around the floors in their ably will not be tried in this county found In the road. It was wrapped
bed clothing. Entrance to the dormi-tor- on the charge of perjury. Prosecut- in a blanket
Had Nothing to Eat.
was gained through an upper win- ing Attorneys Hunt and Arthur
"Is that you, Uncle Will?"
the
the former a state senator, today
dow, the raiders using a rope ladder.
youngster chirped. "I am awful hunAs a result of the affair, several of filed an affidavit of nreuidicn
the young women have left the college all common pleas judges of Hamilton gry. I had nothing to eat all day."
county except Judge Gorman and ap- What a family reunion there was last
and returned home.
when the boy was returned to
More than 50 students have been plied for a change of venue. Judge night
his mother's arms.
called before the faculty I09 investiga- Gorman thereupon assigned the case
Meadow City Aroused.
to Judge Davis of Batavia. Clermont
tion. Evidence is said to be strong
This morning Las Vegas is aroused
county.
against a half dozen who are promias it has not been before in its his
nent in athletics. Several girls are
tory. Sheriff Secundino Romero and
REICHSTAG OPPOSED TO
prostrated as a result of fright or the
TAFT PEACE PLANS. pqfses are scouring the surrounding
treatment they received. A number
Men and women are out
country.
of- them suffered injuries.
Universal Limitation of Armaments eager to lay their hands on the kidnappers. .. Nothing will be left undone
Protesting students removed today
Not Favored By German Governto bring them to justice. There is a
from the auditorium the big bell which
ment Forces.
summons the classes.
current belief that one of the culprits
was Dennis Hart, who escaped from
Berlin. 'March 31. Tho
uctuoiag,
ALLEGED THIEF OF
jail with nine others last
by a majority, today rejected
the So- Albuquerque
week. Hart lived formerly at Las
$50,000 IS ARRESTED. cialist motion calli
t41T- v.
0
Nogales, Ariz., March 31. A. W. ment to take immediate steps gyyCiU. Vegas, he knew the Rogers
family
Reading well, knew the house and the moveHawkins, a Wells-FareexDress mes to the international
agreement - con- ments of Its
occupants. He has had
senger who has been missing since cerning universal limitation pf armaa bad record, he has performed dariast week coincident with the disap- ments and the abolition of the
right ing robberies. But that is a mere
pearance of an express package con- of capture at sea.
supposition and for the sake of the
taining $50,000 in new bank notes, was
good name of the- - commonwealth and
arreted at Autlan, together with a FEDERAL GRAND JURY
to deter others from trying the same
Mexican named Arguelles.
TO PROBE WATER HOGS.
kind of a dastardly deed, the offenders must be captured, must be given
WORLD FAMOUS ORGANIST
Denver, March 31. A federal
the extreme penalty of the law, and
DIES AT PARIS, FRANCE. jury has been called to meet Ingrand
Den- the next
legislature should make It a
Paris, March 31. Fell
Alexandre ver, May 2, 1911, primarily, It Is said,
offense punishable by death.
Gullmant, the world famouB
for the purpose of probing water pow- capital
organist,
Associated Press Account,
died yesterday. He was bora in 1837. er
companies of Colorado and Utah.
Las Vegas, N. M., March 31. Two
He was for many years
of
The
call was issued by the United masked men forced an entrance in
organist
the
Trinity church and was president of States district attorney Thomas
Ward, home of A. T. Rogers, prominent lawthe society of composers.
Junior,
o'clock
eleven
yer at
night
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They Retire From Long and Faithful
Service to Publish the San Antonio Light.
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York,

Charles S. Diehl and Harry L. Beach
have purchased the San Antonio, Texas, Light.- - Colonel Diehl is assistant
general manager of the Associated
Press headquarters in Chicago, Mr.
Beach is superintendent of the central division of the Associated Press,
with headquarters at Chicago.
Colonel Diehl retires from the Associated
Press after twenty-eigh- t
years of service. Mr. Beach has been In the service twenty years. Both are newspapermen of wide experience.
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Miss Olga Nethersole. world famed
emotional actress will spend
next
summer in Santa Fe.
So she declared to a
representative
of the Santa Fe New .Mexican as she
was leaving yesterday afternoon for
Albuquerque.
The noted actress had
just returned from an auto trip to
Tesuque
and she displayed real emotion in describing the pleasure the visit to the
Pueblo with its real American Indians
"en costume" to greet her.
I never saw such a wonderful
country as this," she gasped."
"And
yet people speak of New Mexico and
Denver, Colo., March 31. There the Southwest as a 'new country.' I
was no election in today's senatorial suppose it is about the oldest we have
in North America, isn't it?
ballot.
And then
to think of these cliff dwellings where
HUSBANDS WHO HADN'T
lived those prehistoric peoples.
How
ENOUGH WITH ONE. I long to go out there and remain.
Well, I shall attend the summer school
In Each Case Wife No. 1 Confronted of the School of
American
Archae
Better Half No. 2 and Now
Not this summer, but next."
ology.
There is Trouble.
She asked many questions
about
the Pajarito Park and about the
New York, March
31. Charging skies.
She also turned interviewer
that she discovered her husband liv- cn the
of climate, and said:
subject
ing in luxury at the Waldorf-Astori- a
"I hear this is the most healthful cliwith a "blonde woman." Mrs. Edith
mate in the world.
I am greatly In.
M. Huff, formerly prominent in Denin
terested
the
health
I wish
topic.
ver, Colo., society, filed suit in the su- to
devote my energies the rest of mv
preme court for an absolute divorce
from George C. Huff, a wealthy real life toward assisting In the crusade
It does not seem to
estate operator, who, according to the against disease.
me that sanitaria or even sanitoria
petition for alimony, is "sometimes
solve the problem.
It seems to me
aa diucdi .d. ljeuisuil.
S.
niiun
should be made
Huff ajsked Justice Creenbaum fori lDat sick
a month alimony, and $5,000 !'rs oa a sma" Bca'e as soon as they
counsel fees. She swears Huff has an are abIe and not 10 mope around in
rooms or sit on porches and
income of $50,000 a year, and is
one another.
Tnnolview
nected with Jurksnn. Ttrnthnisi
- .
. . . , .. . , ......
n
Island realty developers. Huff denies
"I am convinced that the govern- his wires charges of desertion and in - ment should take up a vast tract of
timacy with the "blonde woman" and land in a splendid climate like this
umlira "iimaviL wiai ne is not worm and build up its sick.
It would be a
what his wife claims
great thing, too, to build up a strong,
It Was in Utah.
hearty race just as your suberb Taos
Provo. Utah, March 31. A. D.
Indians have been built up."
a barber, was arrested here
Miss Nethersole discussed at some
on a charge of bigamy.
Lisenbiee length the plan of making the Southcame to Provo last summer and soon west, and
particularly New Mexico,
married Miss Mary Jensen. Shortly the health plant for a nation fast beafter the marriage Sheriff Judd was coming delicate.
informed that Lisenbee had been marGets the Indian Craze.
ried before to Miss Maud Jacobs, at
The great actress then returned to
Salida, Colo.
The first Mrs. Lisen-beewas in Alberta, Canada, but she the Indian theme and spoke yearncame here at the sheriffs request. ingly of a great Indian play in which
It was evi
The two alleged wives met here and she could take a part.
the charges of bigamy followed. Lis- dent that she is quite ready to dis
enbee says his first wife told him card the mousseline de sole for the
before he married the second time buckskin robes; the pearl necklace
that she bad secured a divorce in Sa for one of plain turquoise; the dainty
lida. Lisenbee Is In jail, while his French heeled suede slippers for the
first wife has gone to Salida to visit moccasins.
her parents.
As a conversationalist Miss Nether-sol- e
is a high card.
She has a keen
PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL
sense of humor, too, and her eyes
OPENS IN PHILADELPHIA sparkle with her wit.
As she got on the ira:n with her
Series of Nine Games to Be Played by
maid and her private secretary, her
Major League Clubs for the
vast array of baggage, includine a
Local Championship.
large piece of Indian pottery, and her
mtie terrier who barked long and
March
31. The
Philadelphia, Pa.,
she was the cynosure of all
loudly,
professional baseball season in this
She wore a suberb nearl neck- city will be opened this afternoon, eyes.
clasp
when the two major league clubs will lace fastened with a diamond
meet in the first game of a series of and a fur coat that was a "dream."
She looked out of the window and
nine for the local championship.
groaned: "How I wish I could have
known that one can motor from here
REMAINS OF CAPITOL
to Albuquerque over that wonderful
WATCHMAN ARE FOUND.
Bajada hill, or whatever you call it,"
said. But she did not cry as she
Victim
of
Only
Albany Fire Perished
she had done so beautifully the night
on Fourth Floor Where the
before in "The Redemption of Evelyn V
Flames Were Fiercest.
Albany, N. Y., March 31. The bodv Vaudray."
"Why do I want to go on a motor?
of Samuel J. Abbott, watchman
one victim of the capitol fire, was Well, I want to look at your skies
I cannot get enough
found today on the fourth floor of the every moment.
of
can I see all cooped
and
how
them,
building, where the flames raged the
up in a train?" She was growing posi
fiercest.
tively peevish.
"Oh, do cheer up and put off your
MAYOR GAYNOR MAKES
ADDRESS TO BOY SCOUTS. banquet of gorgeous violets and purples until the summer of 1912," said
New York, March 31. Twenty-eigh- t
interviewer.
the
San Francisco boys, under guardianI must," she said with a
"I
ship of Major Sidney S. Pietto, direc- smile.suppose
Then she laughed.
"Ah,
tor of the Columbia Park Boys' club
of that city wearing the uniforms of Santa Fe is a divine place to live"
she said with emphasis.
boy scouts, called at the city hall and
Then the train started for Lamy
were cordially received by Mayor
with Miss Nethersole, her secretary,
The boys are all members of
the club's band and are earning their her maid, her pet dog, her pearl and
diamond
her splendid fur
expenses by playing during their tour coat and necklace,
her vast array of baggage
of the country.
"Some ot us," the
and her smile which was undimmed
mayor told them, "never had such adby the cloud of dust which rose as
as
are
you
vantages
boys
having: but
choo-chowended its weary way
had to get our schooling in a clap the
to
board school house, and were never
Good bye, Miss Olga, until 1912,
two miles away from it until we got
when you will come to the state ot
old enough to start out for ourselves.
New Mexico.
bomenow some of the
Returns Here Soon.
school house boys have gotten alone
Manager Michael Stanton of the
in life, however, and you boys should
Elks Theater here
announced
try to do much better than they have that Miss Nethersoletoday
will go at once
done."
to Los Angeles to put on her new play
"Sister Beatrice" and will Include
STAID OLD OHIO
Santa Fe on her tour. This means the
ADOPT8 OREGON PLAN
great actress will come hack here beColumbus,
O.,
March
31.
The fore
many months.
house passed, by a vote of 89 to 13 tho
Wiman bill providing for the election
Motor Truck at Socorro The big
of United States senators bv nomilur
motor truck, having on board A. L.
vote on the Oregon plan. Tho only
of the Touring Club of
Democrats who voted against the bl'l, Westgaardwho
America,
is markine out the
were three of the Montgomery count
Sunset Traill" arrlvedi at 6ocorro
delegation.

Albany, N. Y., March 31. Supreme!
Butte, Mont., March 31. The audit
the city's finances for the last ten Court Justice James A. O'Gorman of
years has been made public by the (New York, will probably be the next
Butte Business men's
association, ' senator from New York, if the insure
Many discrepancies in the accounts of ent Democrats iu the legislature will
various officials were reported. Many accept him. Justice O'Gorman was
announced as the oreanization candi
receipt books are missing, the poll tax date
this mornine on the unexpected
and
cash books are gone.
receipts
The city has exceeded the legal in- arrival from New York of Charles F.
Murphy, leader of Tammany hall. On
debtedness by $723,000 and only II,- - the
ground that they are not sufficient
900 were set aside to meet bond issue
ly familiar with O'Gorman's record to
of $400,000 maturing in four years. act
the insurgents
intelligently,
The balance sheets of the general
brought about a postponement of the
funds show $45,000 due the city from final caucus vote until 3 o'clock this
former officials.
afternoon.
No Choice at Denver.
of

last,

and

at

the point

of
revolvers
Mrs.
compelled
Rogers to surrender to them her two
year old boy. The kidnappers left a
note for Mr. Rogers who was out of
town, demanding $12,000 cash, if parents wanted baby back alive, directing that the money be paid at midnight last night. The demands were
complied with to the letter, the money was paid to the abductors in the
s
mountains eleven miles from Las
and the child recovered.
The
baby is the grandson of Judge Henry
L. Waldo, a Kansas City millionatra.
The bandits, said to be four in num- ber, escaped and posses in automo
biles are scouring the country for
miles around. TJp to Jl o'clock no
trace of them had been found.
Think It's Dennis Hart.
Las Vegas, N. M., March 31. One
of the kidnappers has been partially
identified as Dennis Hart, the notorious postofflce and bank robber, who
recently broke Jail at Albuquer.-jueJudge Waldo Informed.
Kansas City, Mo., March 31.
"That's the first I've heard of the
kidnapping," said H. L. Waldo, grand
father of the Rogers child, when told
this afternoon of the crime. Mr. Wal
do, who is rated as a millionaire, denied that he had anything to do with
the payment of the ransom.
Duke City is Excited.
Albuquerque, March 31. This city
is wildly excited over the WTaldo Rog
ers kidnapping and the authorities
here are convinced that the kidnap
pers are none other than Hart and
Grimes, the robbers and safe blowers
who broke jail here a short time ago
as they were about to be sent to Ros- well for trial.
Albuquerque will petition Govern
or Mills to offer a reward for the
capture of the kidnappers and to order out the New Mexico National
Guard, if necessary, to aid in the
work of capturing the bandits.
The Last Attempt.
As far as can be ascertained, the
last attempt made in New Mexico to
kidnap the child of a prominent resident was the futile attempt to steal
the only son of Governor M. A. Otero,
Miguel by name and who was then
nine years of age. This was ten years
ago. Little Miguel had been summer
ing on the Pecos river, and six "bold,
bad men" started out to kidnap him,
expecting to demand the handsome
ransom of $20,000.
It seems the
would-bkidnapers got as far as the
bungalow of W. B. Childers and spot
ted two youngsters in overalls,-botlit
tle girls wearing this substantial and
comfortable camping costume.
One
of the kidnapers gave away his plot
by taking hold of one of the overall
clad youngsters and asking if "he"
were Miguel Otero.
"He" assured
that "he" was a girl. But Mrs. Childers heard of the attempt and sent a
warning to Governor Otero. In fact
it is said that Judge Waldo himself,
who is the grandfather of the youngster Just kidnaped, brought the news
to Governor Otero. Miguel Otero, the
hoy, was fishing a short distance from
Mrs. Childers' bungalow at the time
Ve-Iga-

j

e

the kidnapers rode by.
Governor Otero lost no time, but
sent out Sheriff McGrath and a half a
dozen, other crack shots and gave
them explicit directions what to do if
they as much as got sight of the
would-b- e
kidnapers of this boy.
But the plot having been discovered
the kidnapers had beaten a hasty re--j
treat.
1
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THE LITTLE STORE

Wejiave
Sweet Peas Seeds

BajkandJkages
25 Varieties.

NOT A DAY IN BED
Gramling, S. D., In a letter from
Gram'.ing, Mrs. Lula Walden says:
"I was so weak before I began taking
Cardui, that it tired me to walk just
a little. Since taking It, I do all the
housework for my family of nine, and
have not been in bed a day. Cardui
is the greatest remedy for women, on
earth." "Weak women need Cardui.
It is the Ideal woman's tonic, because
it is especially adapted for women's
head
needs. It relieves backache,
ache, dragging feelings, and other female misery. Try Cardui. A few
doses will show you what it can do
for you. It may be Just what you
want.

nmiv annun iid

Tur.

MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM
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inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40.

WE GIVE GASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

Louis Napoleon
Groceries and Delacatessen
EVERY DAY

What do we plant when we plant the
tree?
We plant the houses for you and me;
we plant tne ratters, tne sningies, me
We

ins by 32 ins 65c

olsy Kidftsy Pills

.tr

Established 1856.

TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to

MIDDLE AGED

and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
says. ''For two years I have been
troubled with severe kidney trouble.
The pains across my back and over
my hips were so bad that they almost
meant death to me at times. I used
several well known kidney remedies
which gave me no relief until I used
Foley Kidney Pills, and these I can
tiuthfully recommend as they have
made me sound and well." Sold by
all druggists.

jected.

plant the

studding, lath,

the

doors,

What do we plant when we plant the
tree?
A thousand things that we daily see;
We plant the spires that
the crag,
We plant the staff for our country's

Bros. Co.

White Goods For Spring

Boy Scouts at Las Cruces Las
Cruces now has a flourishing branch
a
of the Boy Scouts of America,
number of local boys having formed
an organization which promises to be
Prof. J. H. Wagner,
come popular.
principle of the Lns Cruces public
schools, will lead the boys and expects to take them on some camping
trip this summer. The charter members are as follows: Francis Burkfe.
Charles Cormany, Lale Lane, Park
Lyman causing the boys to have numerous
Eirdwell, Lawrence Kelly,
Mitchell,
Edgar delays.
Hoagland, Ralph
Rain also interfered with
Rhoades, Arthur Buell, Virgil Baron, their travel.
Springs were broken
Isles.
and
Louis
Harry
and other mishaps occurred, but the
Resigns At a plucky fellows kept honking
College President
away
meeting of the board of trustees of and arived with the car in good conWestern college at Artesia. Eddy dition.
The distance covered was
county, Dr. Strother, president ot mat ; close to 500 miles.
institution tendered his resignation.
The DEMOCRATS BUTT INTO
Island
Rock
Improvements
'
Rock Island railroad from Santa Rosa
REPUBLICEN PRIMARIES.
to Amarillo will be ballasted with
gravel this summer, and for this pur- v switf.h hns already been nut twoLincoln, Neb., March 31 After
years of a "dry" regime, Lincoln
In at the
" mmranr'! " nit nt Ohar east voters at the primary declared in
of Tucumcari.
favor of city officers with "wet" proBesides Track The
Found Dead
. fi TlnwKnn freight clivities. Alvin H. Armstrong, candi- date for the Business Men's associa
trains report the finding of an un-- tion, and who favors a 'limited num- ,1
r.
I
,1
r.
.r
nf
J
kuowu ueau
man,
ber 0f saloons, was the nominee of
perhaps 30 years of age lying on the fte Rpublicans or mayor by a mar.
a
AAA
COT t
;n
nf V&i
111 UL
III a. LULitl Ul U,VUVJ VUltS,
No evidences of injury
Tucumcari.
defeating Mayor Love, who ia a pro- -

Our beautiful lines for Spring represent the most complete assortment'
of choicest White Ffabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

Persian Lawns

India Linons

Long Cloth
Flaxon

Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin
Dimity
A

Voile

Batiste

Great Array of Dainty

FOR

Materials Temptingly Priced

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE lMT l

P. O. Box 219

CITY

Phone 39

j

j

1

1

j
.

1

j

that it being a cold night, the man had
The Deraocr'atic nominatioi1 went to
3nnTn imA
nf inarm ninrtava
1!J uuvvu
u""u an lissf "L
Robert Malone virtually without op- LIBERAL DISCOUNT
which had been raked from an engine,
position, the bulk of the Democrats
and had died of carbon monoxide gas
IN
DOZ. LOTS
taking advantage of the open pri-- i
flag;
The body was taken to
poisoning.
mary butting into the Republican
Pennants and Pillow Covers for schools, we plant the shade from the hot sun
Campana.
contest. The result shows that most
free
Pennants
Auto
homes.
and
colleges
Higgins at Las Cruces Fred Hig-gin- of the Democrats supported Arm-- l
we
the
all
these
when
We
plant
plant
For sale in curio, dry goods, stationery
of Roswell, the special mounted strong, despite the fact that William
tree.
who shot and killed guard J. Bryan was openly for Love. "Wet"
Fe
in
Santa
Made
the
best.
policeman,
and
by
and variety stores. Material
workmanship
Henry Abbey.
Tranquillin Lopez, at the Dona Ana excisemen were nominated by the Re-- '
county jail a few weeks ago and who publicans to run with Armstrong.
Newspaper Change at Las Cruces
was held to the graud jury in the sum
6619
Blk
The saloon question is to he finally
Phone
436 CanonRoad
Gabriel A. Paz, former manager of of $1,001
aces until after settled at a referendum on the day of
the Las Cruces Citizen, has purchased the
the city election in May.
grar
f
interest in El Liempa, a
Assault Some
Minin
Spanish paper of Dona Ana county.
olfo Goldbaum
weeks i
$100 REWARD, $100,
Pastor for Roswell Church The oi El P
ent for Califor-The readers of this paper will be!
Rev. R. B. Briney, now of Lexington, nia
l
on
several
cap
pleased to learn that there is at least
Mo., has accepted a call recently ten- claims o
ining and Mill-i- one dreaded disease that science has
dered to him by the Christian church
the Organ been able to cure in all its
ing com
stages, and
of Roswell.
It ia expected he will mountaii
t the original that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
FLOUR, HAY,
be there to fill the pulpit next Sunday.
law
with the
owners I
is the only positive cure now known
Frijoles D. M. Burt and son were in refere
nt work.
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh beup from Progreso yesterday and
court, ing a constitutional disease, requires
ii
terday
for
of
in
beans
2,500 pounds
brought
R. a constitutional treatment.
it John
Hall's
sale for which they received seven Goldbaun
the
company,
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actcents per pound. They have also Thompso
nd Thompson ing directly upon the blood and muplanted 800 pounds for their crop this had three
ie douqs ot cous sunaces ot tne system, tnereny
was plac
Sole Agents For
year. Willard Record.
whi
destroying the foundation of th disINTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Rio Grande PresbyUry The Rio $200,
Tucumcari
ease, and giving the patient strength
Desert
in
meet
will
Las
Grand
the
Presbytery
ALFALFA SEED All Kinds of Fiffwers and
Tnited States hy building up the constitution and
Raymond
on
Cruces Presbyterian church
April
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.
d in Tucum- - assisting na ure in doing its work.
soldier w
11, and be in session for four or five
on a charge of The proprietors have so much faith In
Patterson
R.
U
carl
by
Pastors from all the differ
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOOSE IN SANTA FE
days.
his regiment, has been its curative powers that they offer
ent churches will be present and dis desertion from
to
Fort
returned
Bliss, Texas, to his One Hundred Dollars for any case
HERSCH
LEO
cuss the various phases of church
IKES!
that it fails to cure. Send for list of
command.
work.
testimonials.
Tucumcari High School in Contest
in
Grande
Rio
The
High Water
The Tucumcari high school has en Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
whimsical Rio Grande greatly augmen
the contest of the American Ohio.
tered
ted by the rapid melting of the mount
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
for an award given the
league
peace
snows
is
ain
assuming the proportions best essay of 3,000 words on "The
Take Hall's Family Pills for
For the last week the
oi a torrent.
of the two Hague peace
significance
volume of water coursing down the
conferences."
regular bed of the stream has been
Las
Foster Automobile Reaches
increasing until it is now reported
LINE!
out of bounds over much of the coun Cruces On Monday afternoon the fine WOOD'YS HACK
automobile owned by O. A. Fos
large
below
Albuquerque.
try
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
From
Same Old Gang. Forest
Ranger ter, publisher of the Rio Grande Re
mine run coal
of building material
BARRANCA
Mundell, of Gallinas, passed through publican, arrived in Las Cruces from
TO TAOS
The automobile was driven
town yesterday returning home after Raton.
Meets
Both
North
South
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
trailing some horse thieves to Abo. by Harold Hague and brother, who
The horses were stolen near Corona had with them their Spanish "Print
Bounds Trains.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
the thieves went northward1 through er." The party left Raton nearly two
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
the Gallinas mountains, raiding the weeks ago and visited Las Vegas, San the north bound train and arrive at
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
The roads Taos at 7 p. m.
camp of Hoi Herring, going on to- ta Fe and Albuquerque.
n,
ward Abo
where they were were very rough and mountainous,
Ten miles shorter than any other
r "neard of. The officers
last
DELGADO, Mgr.
way. Good covered hack and good
are now searching the mountains and
teams.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
it is thought that before many1 days
s
Tliiiigr dentto Zvfalca Pas
the thieves will be captured. Willard Take LAXATIV E BROMO Quinine Table
If It alls to cure
efund
-2

Incoi

dipan

KIDNEY

j

The beams, the sidings, all parts
that be;
We plant the house when we plant
the tree.

SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

12

tree?
We plant the ship which will cross the
sea;
We plant the mast to carry the sails;
We plant the plank to withstand the
gales ;
The keel, the keelson, the beam, the
knee;
We plant the ship when we plant the
tree.

floor;

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

FRESH CAKES

FRESH PIES

What Do We Plant When We Plant;
the Tree?
What do we plant when we plant the

Th young r
ed in.
'
Utilizing ElepharV
ov- At a joint meeting o
ernors of the Elepl
iter
Association and the El j.
Users' Association, held at El r"aso
the plan which has been under consideration by the board of governors
of the two associations for the development and utilization of the power
in connection with the dams and the
canals, by a corporation to be formed by the union of the land owners
under the two associations, was re-

r.

FRIDAY,

JT. M

FE,

r

out-tow-
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GO
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FRANK F. GORMLEY,

-

;

one-hal-

n

Wholesale

GRAIN

1

&

Retail

POTATOES and
SALT.

Yes-peac- e

YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH AJ.L THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

j

SS2S45

45

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

TiiOVUS

4

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

oai

Wood

RATON t
YANKEE.

Icreened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

railZf.

Telephone

fti

Santa Fe Plumbing House
&

Phone 14.

Phone 14.

.."

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

r'i.-r,-

R

:-

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair andjcare for all makes
GASOLINE. ;AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

FARE

S5.00

h

Plumbing, Heating
-:
and Repairing

Galisteo Sts.

Phone Black 109.

Etj

money
DrugRbtsi
Record.
GROVE'S signature Is on each box 2
Roswell Extends Its Sewer Thirty'
four hundred feet of eight-incsewer
We Have Built Up
will be laid down the alleys in the
Lea subdivision, between Second and
Third and Third and Fourth streets
at Roswell.
Water lines are already
laid and practically all connections are
When the sewers were
completed.
put in two years ago, that part of
the city was practically unsettled. At
the present time there are twenty new
houses and about the same number
of ones willing and ready to connect
at once. The price of the permit and
Should there
inspection will be $6.
be those who do not wish to make
tappings, there is an ordinance In the
city hooks which will have quite
THE RIG YOU WANT
is here. Whether it be a runabout,
persuasive power.
WE HANDLE LUMBER
buggy, surrey or road wagon, we
Forged Note While Drunk Cecilo
can furnish you with one that will
Garcia, about nineteen years of age, in large quantities and have every
was arrested at Roswell charged with modern facility for furnishing the
make your drive a pleasure.
OUR LIVERY STABLE
Juan Garcia, who is a faith- very best rough or dressed
forgery.
caters to those who want a first-clas-s
ful employe of the Whiteman Bros,
Lumber
outfit. All of our horses are
store was critically sick at home. of
We are thus
every description.
live ones, and sleek In appearance.
Young Garcia, who is no relative of
very best prices
We will fill your order promptly,
the elder Garcia, it is claimed, forged enabled to make the
of such high grade. satisfactorily and at a moderate price.
a note to A. L. Whiteman asking him for Lumber
to figure on your
We will be
Juan two dollars in cash, which he contracts. pleased
B. P. WILLIAMS
In the afternon he was In the
did.
Succesor to
act of receiving three dollars on the
WILLIAMS & RISING
same plan when the sick man walk- .

Corner Water

If Its Hardware We Have it.

Palace Ave.

.

Phone 213

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espaaola Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain"

FOR

p
jALL
C AI

Improved

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Morses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.
Wbwfe Red f iayflfor

cL'Phone9

in the UYBY.
Drivers Furifckd.

CHAS.CLOSSON

Don Caspar

USE

Art.

Charles W. Dudrow

MARCH

Zook's Pharmacy

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

WINDS

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
Such unpleasant conditions may
of exposure to the March winds.
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
HAZEL
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perrect in an Kinos ot weaxner.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213
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and that on said day, in an Inclosure INDIANA HAS BECOME
MANUFACTURING STATE
to be erected by the said sheriff
hanged by the njck until you are dead,
aanta F People Can Tell You Why
of And may uod nave mercy on jour Its Mills and Factories Produces
But It Is Likely That Sentence
li Is So.
Times as Much as Those of
M.
Be
Will
soul."
James
Kennedy
Dean's Kidney PUla core the cause
New Mexico.
entire
to
the
Life.
Commuted
Saturday morning
During
CI disease, and that U why the cures
31.D. C, .March
had no apparent inWashington,
session
Kennedy
remedy
This
ore always lasting.
ot the gene
statement
He
seemed
court
of
the
in
district
The
the
preliminary
terest
'
term
March
proceedings.
"
strengthens and tones op the kidneys, at Silver
j.
ended Saturday after- to take no notice of what was going results of the census ot manufactures
v
City
the
of
body
out
a
to
drive
sun-Kissethem
helping
of Indiana was issued toih Hnnirt noisona that cause back noon, after being in session three on, and when the court called upon for the state
It
a large him to stand for sentence he remained day by Census Director Durand.
ache, headache and distressing kidney weeks. During that time
an officer brought him consists of summaries, comparing the
and urinary complaints. Santa Fe peo-- ; amount of business was disposed of seated until
is
its
and both the criminal and the civil forward. He was taken back to his figures for 1904 and Vji, by state topie testify to permanent curea.
same manner.
A good tals, prepared under the direction of
in
the
Santa
clear.
chair
Alto
are
dockets
Judge
Baca,
St,
practically
Jose Ortls y
is
deal of this is evidently assumed, as Mr. William M. Steuan, chief stati-ciasays: "In 1907 I procu Parker and Interpreter Cesario
Fe, N.
soon
as
as
said
Bureau
that
he
returned
is
for
of
Las
them
the
it
manufactures,
gon left Saturday evening for
Kidney Pills and used
to the jail he talked and acted much Census. .
wblch had cruces.
b
for pains In
Steam laundries are given a separThe final court scene in the case of more intelligently.
troubled me for three years. Doan's
Coitolene is
a
The attorneys for Kennedy gave no ate presentation, because the ThirKidney Pills brought prompt relief tne Territory vs. James M. Kennedy,
to
an
a
of
the
the supreme court teenth Census was
tice
first in which
appeal
and proved so satisfactory that gave convicted of murder in the first
statement In their fayr. Now, gree was enacted Saturday morning, It is understood that a strong effort they were canvassed, and therefore
Cottolcne is
a
eiter two and a half years have pass-- : jiessrs Hamilton and Waddill, attor-ed- , will be made to secure executive clem there are no statistics for prior cen- I gladly confirm every word Of that neys Ior tne defendant, filed a motion ency, and in view of all the facts it suses with which these totals can be
e
of
testlmonal. I can add that I have or a new trial and
strong argu-elnc- will probably be granted.
compared.
used Doan's Kidney Pllle, giving ment8 ln its supp0rt. Both gentlemen
Other Sentences.
The figures are preliminary, subject
air-tig- ht,
friction-top
Sentences were pronounced Friday to such change and correction as may
them a more thorough trial and 'aave urged the court tQ BUStain the motion
received great relief. I konw that;aa & matter of souna discretion and night and Saturday morning.
Cottolcne
found necessary from a further exfresh
be
satisfacthis remedy Is a sure cure frr back- - tteQ permlt Knnedy to enter a plea
J. C. Taylor, who was convicted of amination of the original reports.
if
,
ache and kidney complaint."
The Thirteenth Census, like that of
o gullty t0 murder in the second de- - insulting while being armed, was senFor sale by all dealers. Price 50
Mr wi,son answered the argu- - tenced to a six months' term in the 1904, with reference to manufactures,
n
Co , Buffalo.
cente.
gaid that whUe the court had county jail and a fine of $100 and differs from the Twelfth Census, in
New York, sola agents for the United
1900, in that the two later censuses exauthority t oad0,)t such course he costs.
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nail
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States.
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matter of clemency,
the
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that
the hand trades, the building
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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penitentiary
Small Holding Claim No. 1418.
"This motion for a new trial will be pay a $500 fine and costs.
as in that for 1904, statistics were not
(Serial 012528 Not Coal, Pecos ForI fully appreciate what has
Perfecto Rodrigues, who plead guil collected for factories having a proest).
been said by counsel, and, so far as I ty to the larceny of a revolver from duct for the census year of a value
From Cottonf ield to Kitchen
Human Hands Never
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Notice is hereby given that the fol- cism of myself to set this verdict aside,
Alejandro Pena, who entered a plea for such reason were less than $500.
Made only by THE N K. FAIRBANKS COMPANY
nodefiled
to
thi3
claimant has
i nave a duty to perform
lowing-nameof guilty to the charge of forgery, was
The word "establishment" as used
'
tice of his intention to make final fendant: and as well as duty to this sentenced to a term of not less than in the Thirteenth Census may mean
proof in support of his claim under commUnity so long as I happen to ex- three nor more than four years in the more than one mill or plant, provided REDUCING COST OF
SAN JUAN CONGRESS IN
SCHOOL ROOMS ARE
sections 16 and 17 oi tne act oi rnaicu ercise the function I now exercise, ray penitentiary. Pena is only 17 years they are owned or controlled and
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LIVING BY GARDENING.
SESSION AT DURANGO.
KEPT TOO WARM.
7, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended duty requires me to do the best that I
but when arrested had a
a single individual, partner-fce- r
age,
by
of forged checks in his possession ship, corporation, or other owner or 'Back to the Soil," Motto of Members
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 know how for the community, always
Teachers Should Have More Classes Many Commercial Bodies Represented
Stats., 470), and that said proof will seeing of course, that justice is done. and was evidently going into the busi- - operator, and are located in the same
of San Antonio, Texas, Fire
Out of Doors Boy Scout Movebe made before Register and .Receiv- A wholesome
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competition by advertising wisely and
liberally, thus demonstrating to customers that he can and does sell the
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
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The New Mexican is tie oldest new spaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amone the intelligent and progressive people ol the Southwest.
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THE 0LDE5T BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

General Agents

The Manhattan Life Insurance Co. of New York
The Fidelity and Deposit Co. of Maryland

PARTY IN NEW
MEXICO.
The New Mexican Homeland published at Mcintosh, informs the New
Mexican that "the Democrats are united, victorious and agressive." That is
news indeed! Perhaps, they are at
Mcintosh, but certainly not in New
Mexico. The constitutional campaign
rent them in twain.
They are no
longer one party, but half a dozen factions. A few weeks ago, they had four
daily papers in the Territory, today
they have but one and that is more
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Transacts a general tanking business in all Its branches.
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Loans money m the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks m all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms s
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buyers that the firm of
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of doubt and
uncertainty.
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Action of Faculty Opproved.
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Suitings and Overcoatings and that
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The war cloud that hovered over manner in which the trouble was ad
When we state and delivers their goods upon Manchuria has passed for the present justed.
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teach our hoys in school that honor arrival to the purchasers is engaged by China's acceptance of Russia's ulMore Prisoners.
able defeat in their games is neither in interstate commerce and is not re- timatum, and the world will have a
There are more prisoners at the
a tragedy nor a disgrace; when we quired to take out a license under ter- great deal more respect for the Nation penitentiary.
Four were sent from Cor. Palace and Waahlngton Avenuaa.
teach them to 'play the game' and ritorial statutes," is of much interest that philosophically accepted the in- Satta Fe county today,, as follows:
not to 'win the game'' should be and importance to New Mexico mer- evitable than for the autocrat who Beipardino Martinez, three years to
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their ambition; when those boys take chants who must suffer the competi- forced the issue at this time. It la 37 toonths; Juan Erwin, one year to
that tradition from school to college tion of itinerant vendors sent out by no longer the bully that receives ad- 15 months: Ystallo Muniz, two to
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Territory Cannot Impose License on
Agents Taking Orders for
W. B. Sale, Joseph Wertheim and J.
Stores Outside of State.
S. Malone of St. Louis, are business
men at the Montezuma hotel.
That a
Raton, X. M., March
Dr. Standley G. Small, accompanied person who solicits orders of merchan- by Mrs. Small, will leave for El Paso dise tor a firm located in another state
tomorrow and will be gone several, and delivers the goods upon their
rival to the purchasers is engaged in
J. S. Snydan, a prominent fire in- - interstate commerce and is not
agent of Los Angeles, is in quired to take out a license under the
the city and Is registered at the Pal- - territorial statutes is the opinion
en by Judge Clarence J. Roberts in
.T
E Sheridan, territorial minine in-- ! the case of the Territory of New Mex- G. Wasman.
That the
spector, spent yesterday in Albuquer- ieo against F.
in so far as
of
acts
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legislature,
MB
in
home
enroute
to
Silver
que
they affect interstate commerce, ara
City.
unconstitutional a,nd void is a state-
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Is NOT Doing. ACT AT ONCE and take
Insurance in the BEST Fire, Life or Accident Insurance Companies
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no more to get protection in the BEST Companies and you are
SURE you get value received.
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Just Keep Your Eyes Open and
Not Swallow the, Hook and Line

ment included in the oninlnn nf the
in
Roberts VPKteiav
Raton adjudged Wasman not guilty,
The case was heard in chambers
by Judge Roberts some time ago.
After hearing lengthy arguments for
Uhe territory by District Attorney
Charles W. G. Ward and for the de-fendant by Veeder and Veeder, the
Judge withheld his decision.
Vasman while at l.:is Vegas repre- -

,.,

Do

MILLINERY
Babies' Bonnets in Lawn

NEWEST

& Straw-T- he

&

DAINTIEST

55c

as Most April Fish,
Up
Tomorrow will be the first of April.
There is nothing extraordinary about
Children's & Misses' Hats in the New Sea Weed & Straws
that fact, except that the day, for unSTYLES DECIDEDLY CHIC
known reasons, is observed as "All
Fools Day."
On this day of the year, it is customary to play tricks on one's friends,
Ribbons & Flowers (ialore at low Prices for Trimming.
sending them on fruitless or impossible errands.
In Scotland the victim is called a
"gowk" and in France he is "un pois-soand Chambray Dresses Cheaper & Prettier
d'Avril" or an April fish. It Is Children
a day when fishing is pretty good, for
PRICES
Than Home Made Garments-A- LL
there are many "who bite."
A word to the wise should
be Misses Sailor Dresses in Linenenll Colors
enough!

j
j

75c t. $6.00

1

WASH DRESSES

sale grocers of Chicago, was arrested
Theodore N. Espe of the Moulton-Esp- e several
months ago for transacting
this
for
left
morning
Company
without a license. The
(business
southan extended trip through the
was made on the ttxt of the ter-- !
ern part of the territory in the in: ritorial statutes which
a
required
terests of the company.
heavy license. The lie nse was made
Attorney S. B. Davis, Jr., of Las prohibitive, it is said, to protect
who was a member of the con-- j cai dealers throughout the territory,
TO
SCALP
stltutional convention, left last even-j- t
being required that a heavv bond A HOPEFUL MESSAGE
They Will Make a HIT This Season
ing for Washington, D. C, on business j,e deposited and that a license bej
SUFFERERS AND MEN WHO'S
Childrens' Spring Coats in Pongees & Shepherd's Plaids Necessary
before the United States supreme taken out In each county.
HAIR IS THINNING
Wasman's attorneys set up the
court
and Always Dressy.
A. C. Ringland, district forester, U. claim that the laws were unoonstitu-S- .
now
Dandruff
bald
later.
The
same
Forestry service, returned last.tional and interfered with interstate is true of scalp diseases. In fact baldTo
which makes it lawful for
night to Albuquerque from Salt Lake commerce,
ness Is a scalp disease. The trouble
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a
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In other states and territories. with the greasy" salves and lotions, the Boys Suits In Gingham & Line- n- Just the Thing for the Little
week attending a meeting of the
Fellows Comfort.
dandruff and scalp cures you
It was maintained by the territory
trict foresters of the United States, that the
canvass done have tried so far is that they don't do
Bishot, John Mills Kendrick of theby Wasman
ed a u
ag fae anything but temporarily relieve the
Episcopal diocese of New Mexico stop-- wa
SILK HOSE
A NEW LINE OF .MISSES 4 CHILDRENS
JUST RECEIVED
all ,ntents
K itching and cake the dandruff so it
Q
apeddler.
re-ped over in Albuquarque last night
was ghown by Wasman however, that doesn't fail until its dried out again.
turning from a trip to Santa Fe. This he dia not geH Mg g00fJs from a gtock Nothing can cure really cure such
THE MASTER
THE
morning he left for Belen, where he brought ln on nls own respon8ibimy troubles but a real scalp medicine that
&
N.
will confirm a class in the Church of but tnat he took or(ierSi whk.h he de. will kill the germs
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CLOTHES
dandruff
PRICE MAKER
causing
.
Albu-St. Phillip in that community
livered after they ha(1
fiIed at and scalp disease.
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querque Journal.
Learning from leading fellow drug-i3t- s
General H. F. Robinson, superin- him on practically the same basis as
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
throughout America that they had
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found a whirlwind cure for dandruff,
case
in
Roberts'
this
opinion
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and Navajo Indians, and who has been
eczema and all diseases of the skin
one. If it is sustain
here on irrigation matters, has re- - lis a
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turned with Superintendent Clinton J. ed by the supreme court, where it proving to the laboratories compound
Crandall of the U. S. Indian Industrial likely will be taken, the territorial ing the treatment that it is the most
School from a trip to San Ildefonso, statutes will be repealed or are of no piominent drug store in this ci'y se- In
Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized. Also for your
where he went to look over the build- effect.
cured the agency for the remedy. This
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ing of a head to the San Ildefonso TODAY IS ARBOR
remedy is ZEMO, the clean, liquid
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
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DAY IN NEW MEXICO. preparation that kills the germ of disGeneral Robinson will
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skin
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Cochiti and San Felipe before return- Judge
dandruff or scale and by its antiseptic
Children at High School
ing to his headquarters in Albuquer
qualities soothe and heal.
This Morning.
que.
Sold and guaranteed by druggists
Today is "arbor day" or the feast
everywhere and in Santa Fe by The
of trees.
It Is the day set apart by the gover- Capital Pharmacy.
nor for planting trees by school children and everybody. When no trees
J10NEY AND METALS.
New York, March 31. Lead quiet are planted, flowers! are.
spot The day is obaflrved ln all the
4.454.30j Standard copper dull;
schools, and in Sartta Fe the exercises
and May 11.7011.80; Silver 521-2- .
New York, N. Y., March 31. Call began at 9 a. m. and lasted about two
hours, including the physical exer2
per cent.
money, 2
per cise of planting seeds and little tree3.
Prime mercantile paper,
The proclamation of the governor
cent.
was read by one of the eight grade pu- Mexican dollars, 45.
sugar, 117 Pils, after which the school sang
Amalgamated. 62
best--select- ed
Great North- "America." Then A. L. Morrison deacbid; Atchison, 109
a
livered
brief
the
York
New
126
address,
Central,
exhorting
ern, pfd,
pupils to spare no effort to plant and
Northern Pacific, 123
106
take care of trees, for their own
Southern Pacific,
Reading, 155
Union Pacific, 176
pleasure and for generations to come.
115
He also emphasized the importance of
preferred, 119.
steel, 77
replanting flower seed, to bedeck the
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
grounds In front of the schools and
Chicago, 111., March 31. Wheat
dwellings, and said that It Is more difMay 861-8- ;
July
ficult to grow flowers in this country,
Corn May 47
July 491-8- .
but that that very difficulty should enOats May 30
July
$15.12
15;
Pork May
July courage the children to make all the
Lawn-Gingha-

Afents, 15 Leading Fire Insurance Companies; District Managers, Mutual Life
Insurance Co, New York; General Agents, United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co.

Offices

W. D. Shea of the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad, returned last even-- ;
ing .from a trip to Espanola and the
San Luis valley.
W. M. McCoy, the
Torrance county, merchant, is
in Santa Fe, boosting for the
Chautauqua.
Mrs. Thomas B. Stewart, wife of
Forest Supervisor Stewart, who has
been spending some time on the
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ALL FOOL'S DAY.
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Won't be Fooled Even on April I,
If You Buy Your Furniture: From-- -

YOU

,

FURNITURE

AKERS-WAGN- ER

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNE RAL

D

COMPANY.

MARKET REPORT

The Best
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RECTO RS

I

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

44

Exactly what our quality

2

i

means.

We have only

the

SURETY

INSURANCE.

REAL ESTATE

BONDS.

cording toour knowledge
and experience. In drugs
this means the best
sults to both doctor and

.

WANTED
In every city and village in New Mexico agents to represent
the NATIONAL CASUALTY COMPANY. If you care to represent one of the best lines of HEALTH and ACCIDENT

issued call on or address,

.

863-47--

303-47--

l-- 2

.

15.021-2-

JOSEPH B.

HAY WARD,

Room No. 8,

Lard May

Manager,

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Phone Black No. 52

Ribs

Insurance Agency.

Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,
:

ex-div- .,

3--

''r

May

8.30;

July

$8,721-2-

;

8.271-230-

.

8.25
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WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., March 31. Wool,

N. M.

'

changed; territory and western
ums
fine

OXFORDS

PUMPS,
'

and
,

HIGH SHOES

in the

1922;

fine

mediums

1213.

un-

medi-

1618:

greater efforts.
The judge was warmly applauded
as he concluded his address.
Then there was more singing, and
the work of planting was begun. About
11 o clock
the pupils with happy
smiles returned home and spent the
rest of the day in recreation.
In
fact as tomorrow is Saturday there is

LIVESTOCK.
no more school until Monday.
Kansas City, Mo., March 31. Cattle
Receipts 1,000, Including; 100 south- ,; If you want anything on eartn
erns. Market strong. Native steers a New Mexican Want Ad- -

$5.406.60; southern steers $4.80
GOO; southern cows and heifers $3.40
5.25; native cows and heifers $3.25
6 25; stackers and
feeders $4.70i
5 90; bulla $4.005.25; calves $4.00
7.25; western steers $6.006.25; cows
;
$3.505.25.
j ''''if.7,000. ;"' Market
steady. Bulk $6.356.60; he&vy $6.30
6.40; packers and butchers $6.35
'
.
6.60; light $6.55 6.70.
Market
6,000
steady, ,, Muttons $4.005.25; lambs
$5.506.35; fed wethers and yearlings
fed western ewes $4.00
$4.255.75;
"

and most attractive styles for

MEN WOMEN AND (CHILDREN
Our assortment equal to any city line.
Our ShoesThe Highest Grade.
JOHN PFLEUGER
SATISFACTION

Hogs-Recei-

ASSURED

CUSS" CORRICK'S HACK LINE
JoRBwHpn

FIRST

HACK SERVICE

pSSmMBoffiies

1

'aiid

.

Chicago,

1

6.75.

doOO.
Sheep Receipts
Market
western
steady. Native $3.00(35.30;
$3.255.35;
yearlings $4.505.60;
lambs, native $5.005.35; western
$5,206.45.

'Saddle Horses

PURE COD
SMOKED

f

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
Electric Toasters

i

Water Heaters and Percolaters

WIRE

I

-

I

'

C.

Reliable Jewter.

:::

Leather Goods
Satisfactory

Santa Fe
'
.

.

-;-

c

A 4

Prices

YONTZ,

San Francisco St.

Fine New Line of
Extra Fancy
Week. Be
here
this
Gray Navajos
Sure to see them before they all go.
A New Lot of Small

SARDINES-DOMES-

AND

TIC

WHITE

SMOKED

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

FISH.

IMPORTED.

CHEESE
IMPORTED
'

BRICK,
SWISS,
ROQUEFORT,
NEW YORK CREAM.

CUT

City Eggs 30c a Doz.

CARNATIONS,

WEDDING

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

UP

THOSE

DARK

es.

BOUQUETS,

TABLE DECORATIONS,

FUNERAL

THE CLARENDON GARDEN R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
.
Phone Black 12.

AND

PLACES

NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS

SWEET PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS

The Best Food Stuffs for the Best Eaters.

DAY

FLOWERS-ros-

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
i

ffl-

H.

20c & 30c

SHREDDED COD FISH IN TINS,

FISH,

HALIBUT,

B ERVICE

FOR V

AND

Silver

Guaranteed Quality

Phone Red 161.

SOLE AGENTS
'

Gold,

REPLETE WITH EASTER GIFT SUGGESTIONS

DRUGGISTS"

West Side Plaza.

12c 15c

111.,

GONTINUOU S

i

Mackeral

j

March 31. Cattle
Receipts 1,000. Market ten to higher.
Beeves $5.256.90; Texas steers $4.50
5.80; Western steers $4.905.80;
stockers and feeders J4.005.85; cows
and heifers, $2.756.t0; calves $5.00

Shoe Specialist.

OUR STOCK IS

pts

.

.

"THE QUALITY

try

Get Ready For Easter

For the Remaining Days of Lent

Sheep-7-Recei- pts

5.00.

BUTT BROS CO.

309 San Francisco St.

PAPAGO INDIAN BASKETS

.

JEWEST

patient.
If we haven't got what you
want we'll get it for
you with as little delay
as possible.

P. P. LACASSAGNE.

Wter

and Light Company

Electric Curling Irons
Electric .Chafing Dishes
Electric . Tea Pots

x

x
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STATIONS

Miles

A perfect condition of the skin exists an long as the blood is normal,
supply ot
but when it becomes contaminated with humors and acids its acrid
fluid
nutritive properties is greatly lessened, and it becomes a sharp,
which diseases instead of preserving the natural health and texture oi the
of the eruption depending
skin Then come Skin Diseases ; the character
the blood is infected. If there is
upon the nature of the humor with whichtrouble
is characterized by itching
an excess of acid in the circulation the
and 'burning eruptions. Other impurities produce watery blisters rashes,
while sti 1 other
etc., commonly known as Eczema, Tetter or Salt Rheum
It
morbid matters in the circulation cause Acne, pimples and like troubles
of washes,
from
the
one
relief
what
application
to
may
and
is rirht
proper get
be depended on alone to producea
salves, etc., but such treatment should notblood
can accomplish this. S. S. S.
cure only a thorough purification of the
blood.
cures Skin Diseases of everv character and kind, because it purifies the
and acids, builds
It goes down into the circulation and removes the humors
all skin affections. Book on
up the weak, acrid blood, and completely cures
Skin Diseases and auy medical advice free. S. S. S. is for sale at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
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If the blood

f poos- - Bn(j finej with the
poisuns from diseased kidneys or inactive
liver, the heart is not only starved hut
poisoned as well. There are many conditions due to , impure blood such as
dropsy, fainting spells, nervous debility
or the many scrofulous, conditions, ulcers,

FLASHES.

EDITORIAL

1

Pacific

M.

A Needful Prerequisite.
They are saying that eight in a
family is about right. Yes, it would
be eminently proper were the father
assured of a job to support them.
There would be larger families and
more of them were work of a permanent nature assured the head of
the family. Rock Island Tribune.
'

V

"fever-sorewhite swellings, etc.
can be overcome and cured by
s,

All

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

This supplies pure blood by aiding digestion, increasing assimilation and imparting tone to the whole circulatory system. Its a heart tonic and a great deal
more, having an alterative action on the liver and kidneys, it helps to eliminate
the poisons from the blood.
To enrich the blood and increase the red blood corpuscles, thereby feeding
the nerves on rich red blood and doing away with nervous irritability, take
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and do not permit a dishonest dealer
to insult your intelligence with the " just as good kind." The " Discovery "
has 40 years of cures behind it and contains no alcohol or narcotics. Ingredients plainly printed on wrapper.
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser is sent free on receipt of
stamps to pay expense of wrapping and mailing oij. Send 31
stamps
book. Address: Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
for the French

9

Out a Daily
of the ablest
papers in the
to go out of
business after sinking $50,000 in the
attempt to give the people the best
there is.
Oh, Any One Can Get
The Bisbee Miner, one
and most enterprising
southwest has decided

one-ce-

The Guthrie Daily Capital has also
9 32
4ci
$1T
SPreston
succumbed
to a death wound in the
65
8
55
3 45
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removal of the state capital to Okla
9 05
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eggs
purpose.
TWO METHODS OF
homa City. The newspaper business SOUTHWESTERN SOIL AND
"68
TWO HUNTERS KILLED
8 20
HOolfax
8 02
PRESERVING EGGS. put in the vessel as they are gather- is not all
76
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4 43
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WATER
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yet
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82
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Ar
Cimarron
ed, and enough of the solution put in every town of 5,000 or more
6 35
Lv
Ar am
Cimarron
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people
"5
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CoUecs of to cover them well.
Nash
Bulletin of New Mexico
They
is astonished that publishers can It Will Make Anything
Grow The Mysterious Disappearance of Wealthy
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5 2S
Harlan
i
be covered to a depth of about three not
6 00
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Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
5 45
Ute Paris, N. M...LVI
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a
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New
them
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This
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Chicago
Spring
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inches when the jar is full, and a
and Experiment Station.
Probating of Will.
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style of daily and get rich in the
Proving
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preput
fairly tight
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Norristown, Pa.. March
Raton
operation.
Range.
JOonnects ai Colfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train both North' and'Soutb.J
of
Set in fairly cool
November, vent evaporation.
During the months
Some tragedy "was revealed in an adjudica31
March
Texas,
SStagcfor Van Houten X, M, meets trains at Preston N.lM."
Houston,
and January, when the dark place and after a crust has formDecember
It's Different Now.
Stage leaves Ute Parle. M, M., for Kllz:ibethtown, N. M , at 9:00 j. m. daily except
enthusiastic Texan remarked a num- tion which was filed in the orphan's
If
price of eggs was soaring around 60 ed over the top, do not disturb.
nnd&ys, Kare &s uo one way $5.50 round trip; fifty pound baitae earned free.
In the document was
The
ber of year3 ago that Texas soil court today.
of
Santa
Board
Fe
Trade
and
were
MDes
and
for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the cents, farmers
MoinesfN,
polutrymen
0. A S train leave
any of the water evaporates it will
watold how S. Morris Wain of Cheltenwhen
make
would
grow
the
Commercial
both
anything
club,
organized
orth at 4:38 a. m.
striving by every possible means to cause a sediment to settle to the bot
Pa., was murdered while he was
Now that tom and cement the lower eggs to- along the same lines and with the ter was applied to it, and that this ham,
induce their hens to lay.
M
F.
reason that the feet of ne- on a hunting expedition in the West
VAN HOUTEN,
C. G. DEDMAN,
was
WILLIAMS,
same
the
in
consolihave
objects
view,
the
with
it
addTo prevent this, keep
spring has come, bringing
gether.
are lar- with his friend O. L. Strong, who
G P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M..
Superintendent.
abundant supply of eggs, our attention ing boiled water as evaporation takes dated and hereafter will work in har- groes in the Lone Star state
of the met a like fate.
other
in
than
any
part
mony for the good of the community. ger
is called to the unequal production. place.
The day before Wain started West
When a negro gets his feet
is
That
the
country.
The
proper
spirit.
only
It is very apparent that if w-- could
Lime Water.
soil
of
the
wrote his will, as follows:
mud
he
the
in
Texas
fertility
town
can
that
suc
way
for
unt.i.
any
the"
hope
save some of our egggs
For this method, slack four pounds
cess is by a straight, strong pull,, of makes them grow. Many ot the ne
"Sunday, March 6, 1888.
become scarce next winter, it would of good quicklime with five
gallons of united interests. The one
"I start tomorrow on a pleasure
is a fact, and
this
believe
here
move
groes
that
as
well
as
mean
a
thing
great relief,
ASK
TICKETS
water, and allow to stand for a few has
hampered Santa Fe in the past when a well known colored man asked trip through the Western country, and
j'rotit from poultry.
After the excess of lime has
hours.
boots the in event of my death, I desire my esYOUR FREIGHT
That eggs can be satisfactorily pre settled out, the clear liquid can be has been the disposition for various for a pair of "Fifteen size"
to pursue opposite courses in other day, he said, in an apologetic tate from whatsoever source to be
to twelve
cliques
served for from eight
drawn off; and this is the solution to
"Yer see, boss, dese ole feet divided as follows:
To E1 Paso Bisbee, Douglas
to gain the same ends. Santa way:
months has been proven by numerous be used.
Some stations recommend seeking
o"To my dear friend, Miss Alice
has been on dis Texas soil 40
Mex
Ncw
and all
jn
experiments. Of course for the farm-e.- adding about two pounds of salt to the Fe, like all communities, has a few - mineand
of my esRhawn, I leave
dey jest had to grow."
while they may at times years,
but
knockers,
who desires to keep only small solution while
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
hot, to give the eggs do
tate.
since
over
this
look
cannot
A
country
today,
the
temporary harm, they
long
quantities, it is necessary that
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
a better flavor.
However, this is not
"To my friend and companion,
a united sentiment. more rain has fallen in the past five
O.
method be thoroughly practical, as necessary to preserve them.
Some- prevail against
on common weeks than in a year previous, empha- L. Strong, I leave $10,000 in event ot
well as cheap.
times it is necessary to add a small Having got together
the Santa Fe gentlemen are sizes the fact that moisture will make his returning from the trip.
The demand for information along amount of lime
after it has stood for ground
"The remainder of my estate I
this line indicates that a great many some time, to replace what has been started in the right direction for a anything grow that touches Texas
five
in the trust of my three nieces."
for
leave
Not
the
Albuand
Fe.
years
better
Santa
the
see
land.
not
past
bigger
advantage,
only
people
separated by the action of the air. As
The court finds that exhaustive ef
have conditions been so favorable fot
but are ready and anxious to try some with the water solution, fresh lime querque Herald,
a great crop year. Tno moisture put forts to locate Wain were unsuccessIt is these inquiries
proven method.
water should be added a3 evaporation
in the ground by the great fall of rain ful and accept the report of the ex
Failure of Bank Guaranty.
hat have been received at this Sta takes place.
About 100 Oklahoma state banks in all parts of the state insures that ecutor, J. S. Wain, decedent's brother,
tion that has caused the writer to
General Rule.
have either made application for the Texas farmer will have plenty that "on or about the 24th day of July,
prepare this bulletin.
With both methods when it is de-- national bank
This 1888," both (Wain and Strong) were
to the general belief that
charters, or have al with an abundance to spare.
Contrary
WEST
ROUTE
sired t0 Pen tne j;lrs' tn crust catl
ready obtained them, and many more promise of splendid crop conditions is killed by their guides.
preserved eggs are usable only to a be
broken, part of the eggs removed are said to be contemplating the already felt by the money that has
for
The balance
distribution
limited extent, they can be used in
and a new crust allowed to form. In
change. Their reason is that they are been held for emergency being turn- amounts to $51,322. Since Strong did
place of fresh eggs in a great many
two
or dissatisfied with the deposit
It has been well demon- - winter eggs will keep for
instances.
guaranty ed loose in various improvements and not return from the trip, the three
for eight; thre weks after being removed from system, as it has been managed up widening of agricultural areas. Many nieces and Miss Rhawn are the
trated
that
preserved
eggs
For rates and full information address
to date.
Assessments have been who a month ago were taking rather
months in either of the two solutions luc
kggs should not be washed before heavy enough to practically wipe out a hopeless view are now wearing a
which I outline here can hardly be
EUGENE FOX, El Paso Texas.
vuuve, as ima re- - the profits of some banks.
After they i'""B m
different aspect and declaring that for RAN AWAY TO GET
told from fresh ones.
MUSICAL EDUCATION.
The worBt feature of the Oklahoma real prosperity Texas can not be
have been kept for a longer period moves l)art of the natural covering
than this, the whites usually become and w" allw more evaporation from system is that the state officials in beaten.
Denver, Colo., March 31 "I wantmore or less watery and the yokes the eggs.
ed to learn to play the piano and wear
charge of it have not been candid and
All vessels should he thoroughly open in their administration of the BOY SCOUTS WILL
rln not hold together so well: but they
as good dresses as my older sister, InCAMP THIS SUMMER. stead of wearing her old clothes. I
have been found to keep from eighteen cleaned and scalded before using.
guaranty fund.
They have withheld
The secret of success in preserving information and thereby have aroused
to twenty months, and still be usable
wanted to earn money enough to pay
No Thousand or More Will Gather
In for my musical education and
for any purposes where the yolks are is to use absolutely fresh eggs.
my
suspicion and shaken confidence.
March 28, 1911.
H. H. SIMPSON.
clothes.
broken.
That's the reason why I ran
Southern Part of Colorado to
satisfactory statement ever has been
I never had a
Many different methods have been!
published regarding the status of the
Have Good Time.
away from home.
LOOKING FOR
fund, especially as to the amount lost
San Antonio, Texas, March 31. The sweetheart in all my life, and I don't
tried, and with varying results. They RELATIVES
COWBOY DANIEL CARNEY. in the settlement of the account of
Fifteen-year-ol- d
include both liquid and dry methods,
the over the state are busy with plans want one, either."
Columbia State Bank and Trust Com- for their summer encampment.
and among them have been the folLinda Walborn, daughter of William
Character Who
Drifted pany of Oklahoma City, which failed
In Denver the 300 active members Walborn, 4020 Stuart street, who disDry salt, dry wood ashes, Eccentric
lowing:
West and Is Reputed to Have
more than two years ago.
are being divided into troops of from appeared from her home a week ago,
dry oats, powdered sulphur, ground
Accumulated a Fortune.
of potash,
permanganate
gypsum,
Evidently the Oklahoma experiment thirty to forty each, and with an explained her disappearance in this
San Antonio, Texas, March 31. One with the deposit guaranty system is ap. adult leader they will go Into training wise as she sat a prinsoner In the
brimstone fumes and sulphur, saliShe was found by her
cylic acid, salt brine, vaseline, eggs of the queer things In the closing of proaching a crisis. The banks which to qualify for the encampment. The city jail.
dipped in melted paraffine and packed an estate came to light In this city are withdrawing are anjong the strong- thousand or more scouts who gather mother and turned over to the police.
in some dry substance, egg3 dipped in when Timothy F. Mullen of Chicago est In the state and the burden of the in the southern part of the state Linda was walking along . Larimer
collodium and packed in some dry and T. F. Powers of Troy, New York, system on those banks which remain this summer will have to go through street near Fifteenth when she enThe latter
substance, eggs dipped in a solution attorneys, arrived here for the pur-- will grow heavier as more and more arduous training between now and countered her mother.
of gum arabic and placed in a dry pose of obtaining proof of the death banks are changed to national insti- the time of departure, or they cannot seized her and marched her to the
station.
substance, water glass solutions of of Daniel Carney. Carney formerly tutions.
qualify.
The Oklahoma experiment is not a
various strengths, and lime water and lived in Troy, New York, but came to
The Denver troops are- - receiving
Texas many years ago. According to fair test of the deposit guaranty sys- rigid training in discipline and genSalt '30111110113.
If the eggs are to be kept only a the best information at hand, he set tem, because it was not properly safe- eral good behavior.
They must alshort time, they may be packed in tied at Fredericksburg,
Gillespie guarded to begin with, and in the first so understand tracking, tying useful
some of the dry substances, and fair county, where he followed the occupa- important bank failure which occur- - knots, semaphore signalling, and they
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
CITY OFFICE IN
In 1898, so red, scandals arose and there was must know the composition and
ly good results obtained; but these tion of a cow puncher.
methods cannot be depended upon for it is alleged, he was killed in one of
Above
secrecy as to shake confidence In ory of the American flag.
t0
longer than two or three months. the running border fights which some- its administration.
everything else they must carry out
Greasing eggs with vaseline has been times took place in those days. But
Nearly 700 banks, with total assets the Scout law the law of nine points.
NEW MEXICANIDLDP,
found to keep them for two to four one man, it appears, has positive in- o $75,000,000 and individual deposits
It has not been definitely decided
months, but some claim that eggs ab- formation relative to Carney's death. oi $55,000,000, were operated under ' where the encampment will be held,
OR
Sali- This is the man whom- Mullen and the Oklahoma guaranty system at the but some time during April, F. J.
sorb the taste of the vaseline.
Powers are trying to locate. Upon beginning of the
oil
cotton
seed
acid
and
alcohol,
Kansas City Roumanes will make a tour of the
cylic
DEPOT.
UNION
southern part of the state and pick
oil, gum the proof of Carney's death depends
salicylic acid and cotton-seeout the most desirable locality. Any One way Colonist tickets on sale
arabic, and collodium have all failed to the settlement of an estate in ChicaMarch 10 to April 10, 1911, ingo aggregating one half million dol- ALL CLOCKS STOP
give satisfactory results.
boy wishing to qualify for the second t
AT THE SAME MINUTE. class Scout badge will have to at elusive, from
The two methods which have been lars. Not until a number of years
tend the summer camp.
reported satisfactory by a number, of after Carney's reported death did any
SANTA FE, N. M.
e
Recently 150 Scouts took a
experiment stations are: 1st, the solu- one know that he was the possessor of Postoffice Building at Denver Appears
a few points shown below.
Only
Roumanes For
before the Territorial Supreme Court, tion of water glass;
and 2nd, lime a fortune. In Texas he took to the ' to be Haunted by a Mischievious
hike to the country. F.-fares to other points and lnfor- x
life
of
CARDS
cow
a
Ghost.
rough
PROFESSIONAL
boy and never
and J. Hudson were first and second maUon ajJ t0 tne libera, Btop.OVr prlv.
Offce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M water.
mentioned to any one that he had any
A dinner in the fields
-.
Water Glass Solution.
in command.
Denver, Colo., March 30 Lucy M. and various scouting games were the the
Water glass is a soluble alkaline means. There was no reason for thi9
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&
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,
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silicate of sodium or potassium, and reticence, since all accounts of him Porter, a colored janitress in the
order of the day.
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building, quit her job.
25.00
San
Francisco
Stocks.
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crystalline form. It is not expensive, indicate that his record was clean. It taneously it was discovered that all KILLED PHYSICIAN WHO
25.00
San
...
Diego
Loaned
Investors
for
Estancia,
Money
Santa Fe,
HYPNOTIZED DAUGHTER. Pasadena
about ten to fifteen cents per appears that he was a man possessing the clocks in the structure had stop25.00
;
... '
We have for sale general stocks of costing
EASLEY & EASLEY,
The negress
March 31
San
and one pound being sufficient a desire for the wild life of the West ped on the hour of 6.
Cal.,
Francisco,
pound;
'. 25.00
Redlands
Retail Lumber Yard to
Attorneys-at-LaMerchandise,
preserve about fifteen dozen eggs, at the time he came here, and that he says that just about that hour she Half an hour after the police had re- - Sacramento ... ...
25.00
and other Business
Opportunities the cost is about one cent
per dozen. wandered away from a fortune in heard strange noises on the fourth fused to arrest Dr. A. is. Byron on SanU BarDra
25.00
WILLIAM McKEAN
throughout Taos county.
of
followed
search
of
sound
a
the excitement
the plains. floor,
Various strengths of water
by
rumbling
charge of having hypnotized Ethel fontewv
21 B0
Bank References Furnished
Attorney-at-Lahave been tried, but it seems to be the Strange as it may seem, many people and the appearance of a white-coatePatrick, 22, and having held her a
oi or
New
Mexico,
Law.
and
Land
Taos,
Mining
concensus of opinion that a solution i 111 "'spie county remember him, but figure.
in hi3 apartments, James F.
prisoner
.
..
25.00
pn0enix
Mexico.
New
Taos,
It was true that all the clocks had Patrick, the girl's father, early today Flagstaff
of about 10 per cent gives the great- no one in that locality appears to
17.25
DR. C. M. RILEY,
The water used for know what became of him. All they stopped at the hour of 6 a. m., but no walked Into the Oakland police sta- - Tucson
satisfaction.
est
25.00
C. W. G. WARD
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon the dilution should in all cases be can say is that in 1898 he was missed one can account for the stoppage,- as tion, threw a bloody knife on the Bisbee
... 26.35
Territorial District Attorn ;y
Graduate of McKillep's
Veterinary boiled, and then cooled, to ordinary from his accustomed haunts and the the timepieces were wound up yester- seargeant's desk and cried: "I killed Goldfield
35.60
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
went
out that he had fared west- day.
of Chicago.
This is the second time the him with this."
Then to nine parts of story
Patrick was at Tonopah ...
temperature.
;
35,50
New Mexico. College
Las Vegas,
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
water add one part of water glass. ward, without any apparent reason thirty clocks in Uncle Sam's dwelling once taken Into custody.
Late last Deming
12.65
'
'
for
a
one
run.
the
But
Just
ceased'
about
veshave
that
This
leaving
Specialty
located
he
Dentistry
fj
locality.
may be kept in some sort of
Silver City ...
night Patrick and his wife
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
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Office: Chas. Closson's Barn.
sel and poured over the eggs as need- was killed in a frontier scrimmage is year ago, during the month of March, their daughter in Byron's apartment j Through tourist sleepers
to Los
Attorneys-at-Lathe story that floated back to his the clocks wint on a strike at the and demanded the physician's arrest. Angeles and San Francisco are eleo-Th- e
Phone Black 9.
Day
ed.
Practice in tae Distri.t Court B3
For best results, it is absolutely home. It is the proof ot the truth ot same time aid hour.
Night Phone, Main 134.
police declined, saying that they trie lighted and have smoking rocm
well as before the Supreme Court of
If ghosts hfest the building they had not sufficient evidence.
Patrick for men and oxtra lari?
that the eggs be fresh when this story that is now sought. It is
necessary
.Waainothe territory.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
put in the solution. For this reason, said that relatives Bought a fortune have never teen seen by anyone save Wnt direct from the police station room for women.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces;
store eggs are unsatisfactory, as you teller some months ago and that this Lucy Porter although strange noise3jto Byron's apartment and found his
Notary Public
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
The father forcea
Office with the New Mexican Print have no proof of their age, and dur- woman declared he was living and have been Oieard from time to time daughter there.
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Byron
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a
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developIng
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For bronchitis, hoarseness and Arthur Knaebel and tnci Knaebel,
Because the Governor on his return ickling in the throat. Especially
Plaintiffs, vs.
A Prophet?
not from Washington where he conferred ecomrnended for children and
Frank E. Mera, Matiai
N'agel, the
Statehood for New Mexico is Govwith President Taft regarding Ariz- lehcate persons. No opiates. A
unknown heirs of Itirtolome Mar
yet or soon, according to former
quez, deceased, the uiknown hjirs
ernor Hagerman and to a man up a ona statehood, stated that he did not nedicine, not a narcotic. The
of Jose Marquez, deceased, Camilo
tree it looks like he has been able to consider it possible for Arizona to 3ee Hive on the carton is the
Padilla (of Santa Fe) Caniii-read the signs of the times with pro- secure statehood under a constitution mark of the genuine. Refuse
which included the recall feature, he substitutes.
(of El Paso), RoaiuuUo Ortiz,
phetic vision. El Paso Times.

is held up as an enemy of statehood
and of Arizona.
Not All Serene In Arizona.
statehood committee
Governor Sloan has resided In this
Why the
should be composed exclusively of territory for more than twenty-fivPhoenix men is not' apparent to otltr years and during all that time he ha
parts of the territory. Does Maricopa stood as one of the prominent and
propose to secede from Arizona and loyal citizens of the territory, oc
Tuccupying the position of a member of
apply for separate admission?
son Citizen.
the supreme court for the greater
He accepted the
part of the time.
It's Different Now .
position of governor at the urgent reThe people of Roswell and Chaves quegt of president Taft, who was de- county said positively thatthey be Birous of finding a man who was
lieve in the initiative and referen- not regarded as connected with the
That is what they are getting political machine.
It has been exdum.
in this commission plan petition. It pected that when Arizona was ad
is going to plunge the town into an mitted as a state that Governor
other fratricidal war, but it is the ini- Sloan would be appointed as United
tiative all right. It would be juat as States judge in the new state, pro
had nationally. How do you like it, vided for in the 3tatehood bill, and
beloved? Roswell Register Tribune. certainly there is no man more worthy
"
and better able to fill such a posi- Gloomy Gus The New Mexican tjon cre(ntably to the territory.
without visible shedding of tears: ernor goan ;t js known j8 anxious
"Not yet or soon" for statehooa, th t hi te m . eovernor Bhali ter.
hastening to chronicle the pessimistic- minate at the ariiSt possible
of former Governor Hager- wentt and he hagj therefore, every
man. It is growing more plainly ap- Tason to desire the speedy adminis-paren- t
capiterritorial
the
that
sion of Arizona as a state, but this
daily
newspatal and alleged Republican
dsjre win not be ,ikely. to gav the
pers of New Mexico are not official Arizona constitution from disapproval
can
sources of statehood news. One
by the prsidnt as seems to be the
learn more from reading Washington, expectation by all who have talked
D. C, and Arizona papers as to me to the chif XecutiVe on that sub
'real activities in the crusade for our jCt
This paper, haa no special interest
rights. Raton Range.
in Governor Sloan, or his political
There's a Reason Several papers fortunS
He is a Republican, and
in New Mexico seem to be considera- - tMg paler wouia not be influenced in
bly agitated anent the editorials in his Qetnse on that account, but we
the Range that are oirectea towara do Mke falr and just treatment at
clean politics and a pure aaminisird.- - aU times and certainly the treatment
tinn nf the affairs of the new state. ot the Governor by the Gazette is not
All sorts of wild guesses are made as an exhibition of fairness. Bisbee
to why the Raton Range can take a Daily Review.
rational position, and not merely join
in saying: "Me too," to everything CRAZY MAN IN
the "Old Guard" choose to promulCOMMAND OF TUG.
gate. The real reason, gentlemen, of
the press: "No entangling alliances" Drove Crew Beneath Deck and Signals
prevent free thought and free speech.
Other Ships That Crew Had
Utica,"
Colfax county is no "pent-uMutinied.
thank heaven. Raton Range.
San Diego, Cal., March 31 News
"
leaked out today of a series of thril
Hot Air!
ling incidents on the United States
with
Is
Mexico
sitting
While New
naval tug Navajo in San Diego har
folded hands it may be well for her bor last
Thursday, when the command
Arizona
to
what
read
leaders
alleged
ing officer, Chief Boatswain Nygaard,
at
the
specstatehood
is doing to gain
become suddenly mentally unbalanced
ial session. An article on the front and drove his crew below decks at the
the
that
issue
of
this
explains
page
of a pistol.
democratic chairman has invited the point
For
a considerable time Nygaard
to
Arizona
Republican chairman of
deck of the tug menacing
the
paced
combine forces in a
wllu uareu auuw
STATEHOOD
rrr
Trvom
that the crew had
I
imagined
C
Nygaard
V
next
at the next session convening
to
become mutinous and was
e

.
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Tuesday.
Before New Mexico secured her
18,000 majority for the constitution
there was a great deal of
enthusiasm in evidence here,
but since the election and the ensuing 'crowding and congratulations"
we haven't heard a peep.
Arizona is in the same shape toIt would
day that New Mexico is.
appear to be the policy of some newspapers and members of the "Old
Guard" that it were better for us
to remain a territory until "nature
takes her course" than to have any
action.
further
Arizona workers win Dring up iu
question and her peculiar constitution
enough friends among Democrats
and Insurgents to get a nearing. xne
statehood question is bound to receive
attention.
A letter from Senator uwen was
read in the Range office yesterday
saying that he would not stand for
Arizona's working independently, and
coming into the Union unless New
Mexico is admitted, any more than
he would have New Mexico come
In if Arizona is not accepted.
It was a Joint resolution, joint
enabling act, and as the compact with
fhe government was a virtual mar
riage of the two, no divorce will be
granted at this term.
How will it. look for Arizona boost.
t
koi.
befoVe
Congress, without a single
tie
volunteer in the ranks?

trying

i ill

him.
The first

news

situation

of the

reached the flagship
Thursday in the form
message from Nygaard,
admiral that the crew
and was attempting to

n

at

o'clock
of a wireless
5

informing the
had mutinied
kill the officer
ii command. A few minutes later
another wireless message, this time
signed by a member of the crew, was
flashed to the flagship from the Navajo saying that the commanding offi
cer of the tug had gone insane and
The mes
driven the crew below.
sage asked for immediate help.
Armed boat crews were despatched
and
from th crulsera California
Wegt Virginia. Lieutenant Command-hae, c p Owen led a boarding party,
yblc seized the crazed boatswain
and took him aboard the flagship,

n

I
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STEEL BARK
SIGHTED ON OCEAN
London, March 30 The captain of
the steamer Branksome Hall reports
CREWLESS

steel bark Butethat the
shire, laden with nitrate, is roaming
with sails set, bufecrewless, in the Bay
The Branksome Hall bore
of Biscay.
down on the vagrant Monday and
and a lifeboat
found her deserted
The bark appeared to be
Sne
seaworthy and in good shape and her
lamps were still burning, indicating
that she had not been long abandoned
Wle prevented an attempt to board
four-maste- d
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War Craft Costing $150.000,10C
Now Out of Date.
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chag
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When the cruiser PeWashington.
utherwise
Francisco Gonzalez,
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee, Wis.
U
which cost the government
troit,
Gonzales
y
Francisct
known
as
and
is
still
Tar
says Foley's Honey
233,039, was sold a few days ago for
Manuel
l'raneiscc
more than the best. He writes us,
Truj:llo,
Chavez,
the fact that a war vessel only
"All those that bought it think it is
Trujillo, Manuel Rodriruez y Ortiz, 20
old could in that short time
years
the best for coughs and folds they
and also the unknown !ieir.s uf Fran
to so insignificant a value
ever had and I think it is still more
decea ed, too un- deteriorate
cisco Padilla,
recalled to the mind of every naval
than the best. Our baby had a bad
Rosit
of
Padilla.
known heirs
d;
man in America that the United
cold and it cured him in one day.
heirs of States navy, like the English and
deceased, the unkno-Please accept thanks." Sold by all Manuel Padilla,
decea
the un- French, and to a certain extent the
druggists.
known heirs of Valen'n Padilla, de- German, is at the present time bur
heirs of dened with a great many vessels that
ceased, the said unkr-wPROCEEDINGS OF
Jose Padilla, deceased the unknown are so completely out of date as to
CITY COUNCIL.
heirs of Alvino Bti? amante, de- be termed "obsolete."
Santa Fe, N. M., March 21, 1911.
For several years now Great Britceased, and also all unknown ownSpecial Session.
ers or proprietors of Iks tract of ain has been selling warships that a
Council met in Special Session with
land hereinafter
parinilarly de- score ot years ago were rated among
The
Mayor Seligman in the chair.
scribed, and also all uUnown claim- the greatest afloat to junk dealers,
following members were found pres
ants of interest in the (.remises, ad- and the elimination of the Detroit
shows that this government is on the
ent: Councilmen Armijo, Baca, Lopez,
verse to the plaintiffs, lk'fendants.
eve of adopting a similar policy. The
Frank
E,
said
Moya, Ortiz and Wheelon.
The
Mera,
defendants,
of
Councilmen Alarid and Gable ab Matias J. Nagel, the unknown heirs process that leads to the listing
be
and
may
"obsolete"
the
pile
junk
sent.
of Bartolome Marquez, leceased, the Bald to
begin when a war vessel goes
Councilman Baca presented the fol unknown heirs of Jose Marquez, de"Into reserve." The next step Is when
which
was read ceased, Camilo Padilla ("f Santa Fe), she is
lowing resolution,
placed "out of commission" In
and unanimously adopted, and the City Camilo Padilla (of El l'aao), Romual-d- a
navy yard, and then come the disClerk ordered to furnish the City
Ortiz, Francisco Gom.ules, other- mantling and finally the sale to the
Treasurer with a certified copy of wise known as Francisc.j Gonzales y highest bidder.
same.
Francisco
In the United States navy lt is esChavez, Manuel Trujil'-Resolution.
Trujillo, Manuel Rodriguez y Ortiz, timated that at the present time vesthat the and also the unknown hirs of Fran sels that cost between $140,000,000
WHEREAS, it appears
Bonds of the City of Santa Fe, Nos. cisco Padilla, deceased, he unknown and $150,000,000 are either in reserve,
admitted1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 15, and 21, and each of heirs of Rosita de Padi la, deceased, dismantled ln nav.i yards or
the par value of Fifty ($50) Dollars the unknown heirs of Manuel Padilla, ly of no further fighting value.
From Fame to the Scrap.
are outstanding, and that the same deceased, the unknown heirs of Val
To begin with, take the
have never been certified to by the entin Padilla, deceased, the unknown
years ago, the vesCity Treasurer, but that the records heirs of Jose Padilla, deceased, the cruisers of
of the City of Santa Fe show that such unknown heirs of Alvino Bustamante, sels that made up the famous whlt
bonds were duly issued and that the deceased, and also all unknown own squadron that sailed the Atlantic bethe more faCity Treasurer is reluctant to pay ers or proprietors of the tract of land fore the organization of
of
the present
fleet
Atlantic
mous
and
the interest upon said Bonds by reason hereinafter particularly described,
The cruiser Atlanta, for inof the lack of certification on the also all unknown claimants of inter time.
stance, today is a floating barracks
same; that the said Bonds, however, ests in the premises, adverse to the for
enlisted men in the Charleston
a
notified
that
are valid evidences of indebtedness plaintiffs, are hereby
navy yard. The Boston, an(S.
C.)
of the City of Santa Fe;
complaint has been filed against them other crack white cruiser in her day,
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, In the District Court of 'he County of is forgotten in Puget sound. The Balthat the City Treasurer be, and he Santa Fe and Territory of New Mexico, timore, another of those sister white
hereby is, authorized and directed to that being the court in which said cruisers, is moored in the New York
certify the said Bonds on the back cause is pending, by s id plaintiffs, navy yard, dismantled almost beyond
thereof in the manner and form pro Arthur Knaebel and Ernest Knaebel, recognition. The Raleigh, that cogn- vided for that purpose, and that he be the general object of sahl action being lan commanded at Manila, is ending
further authorized and directed to pay the division, partition and quieting ol her days in the seclusion of the Mare
tract of Island navy yard, San Francisco.
any delinquent interest at present ex- the title of that certain
Then there are the monitors. The
isting as evidenced by coupons of land situated in the County of Santa
Fe and Territory of New Mexico, United States still owns a respectable
said Bonds.
when new
of them, which
Councilman Lopez presented the bounded and described as follows, that number
Four of
of
$19,678,168.
total
cost
a
midNorth
the
by
following resolution which was read i3 to say, on the
not yet eleven
are
- and Padilla these monitors
and unanimously adopted by the Coun- dle line of the Marqueold, yet they are so completely
acequia which acequia was construct- years
cil:
out of date that even their names
Franand
Bartolome
ed by
Marque
Resolution Reads as Follows
have been taken from them the
map of cisco Padilla sometime before the Cheyenne, once the Wyoming; the
WHEREAS, an amended
forty-fivMahaffey Tract in the Buena Vista year seventeen hundred and
Ozark, once the Arkansas; the TallaAddition to the City of Santa Fe, or thereabouts, and which middle line hassee, once the Florida, and the
New Mexico, has been submitted to runs in an easterly meandering course Tonopah, that was the Nevada.
Less than eight years ago there
this Council for its consideration an to the intersection of the same with
a straight line running due North and went Into commission three as stately
approval, and
cruisers aB ever flew
WHEREAS, the said map appears South from the middle line of the most
to be and is in conformity with the easterly source of the arroyo which is the American flag the St. Louis,
costlaws of the Territory of New Mexico the southerly boundary of the Talaya Charleston and Milwaukee, eachone of
Today
and the ordinances of the City of San Grant; a d bounded on the East by ing about $3,800,000.
the navy deta Fe in such cases made and provid the said due North and South line the questions troubling
to
is what disposition
middle
partment
with
from
intersection
its
the
ed,
d
trio of
of
this
make
$11,000,000
said
line
the
ancient
acequia
THEREFORE, be it Tesolved that
naval offcruisers.
Many
of
to
the
the middle line
the said amended map of Mahaffey southerly
icers say that they were obsolete
Tract in the Buena Vsta Addition to Arroyo Chamisos; and bounded south even before they went into commismiddle
and
the
by
the City of Santa Fe, New Mexico, be erly
sion.
and the same is hereby accepted and line of the said Arroyo Chamisos from
Evans' Ship in the Rear.
due
tha
said
w"h
its
inetrsection
of
Clerk
approved and the Mayor and
the vessels that fought the
Take
said City are hereby authorized and North and South line to its intersect battle of Santiago ln the
middle
line
ion
of
with
a
certain
the
war. Not a single one of
directed to sign such acceptance and
ancient highway, being the highway them is in the Atlantic fleet now. The
approval on face of said map, in dupCharles-ton- ,
next westerly from the recent small
jTexas is a receiving ship at
licate, as provided by law and the
settlement known as Sunmount; and
S. C, and has just lost her
ordinances of said City.
bounded westerly by the middle line name, which was taken from her for
The Council then adjourned.
of the said highway from its Intersec- the great dreadnought Texas just
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
tion with the middle nne of the Arroyo contracted for.
The Brooklyn is
T. P. DELGADO,
Mayor.
Chamisos to its intersection with the peacefully ending her days in the
Clerk.
middle line of the said ancient ace- League Island navy yard, Philadelphia, while the Iowa, "Bob" Evans'
quia.
reserve, as are also the
1
That the defendants be required to iship, is in
Clark brougnt arouna
set forth the nature of their claims Oregon, that
the Massachusetts and the
the
world;
in the premises; that the rights, titles
Palace.
Indiana.
A. Malner, Denver;
Mrs. Thomas and interests of all parties known and
Of all the armored vessels that took
B. Stewart, Pecos; J. S. Snydam, Los unknown herein be determined by the
in that battle only the Ifew York
part
will
Decree
of this Court, etc., as
Angeles.
Is in commission, after being rebuilt
more fully appear by reference to the
Montezuma.
at a cost of over $500,000. Like the
And
L. H. Valley, El Paso; C. F. Cole, complaint filed in this cause.
the New York of that day has
Texas,
DrT Small, that unless you enter your appearance
A. S. Hill, Albuquerque;
lost her name, so that the name of
W.
City; H. O. Fulmer, Denver; H.
by the 13th day of May, A. D. 1911, the Empire state can grace that of
She Is
Hoklas, Denver; W. B. Sale, Joseph judgment will be rendered
against one of the new dreadnoughts.
Wertheim, St. Louis; J. R. Craighead, you by default.
now in the Philippines and Is to be
G. VOLNETi HOWARD,
Denver; W. C. Hedtke, New York;
renamed the Manhattan.
H. J. Adler, Chicago; P. C. Scharfer,
Attorney for Plaintiffs.
Even the battleships of the Atlantic
Denver; J. S. Malone, St. Louis; R.
Office and Postofflce Address, Santa fleet which sailed out of Hampton
C. Pollard, Espanola.
Roads ln December, 1907, on the faFe, New Meico.
Coronado.
cruise the
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I have mous
F. Bonsman, Salt Lake; Louis Mon- hereunto set
my hand and the seal of Alabama, Illinois, Maine, Missouri,
tana, Pueblo ; Camillo Mares, Los this Court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Ohio, Kearsarge, Kentucky, WisconCerrillos.
sin and New Jersey have passed
this 14th day of March, A. D., 1911.
from the first fighting line. Today
EDWARD L. SAFFORD,
Is listed "In re"Foley's Honey and Tar Is the best (SEAL)
Clerk. every one of them
serve," and their places ln the fleet
cough remedy I ever used, as It quickhave been taken by newer and more
ly stopped a severe cough that had
powerful ships.
long troubled me," says J. W. Kuhn, TIMETABLE ALL
The New Jersey, of all thes vesPrlncetin, Nebr. Just so quickly and
LOCAL TRAINS sels,
is probably the only one that
"es of coughs,
surely It acts In u
The following are the time tables will ever again figure as a part of the
colds, !a grippe and
g trouble.
Atlantic fleet
Refuse substitutes.
Phar- of the local railroads:
-

o

,

snow-whit-

KalH

Upans

e

triple-tunnele-

south-westerl- y

Spanish-America-

Hote Arrivals.

Capital

8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
V
NEGRO STRIKES HIS
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
.., WHITE STEP CHILD.
New Tork, March 30 George Layne p. m;
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westa
negro laborer is under arrest here charged with striking Etta bound. .
Returning aTrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
white stepKlein, his
m.
daughter. Examination showed that P.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 ana
the child's nose was broken, although
8
the negro 'said that he had "jus slap- 9 westbound; No. 4 and eastbound
Fe 11:11
at
Sama
arrlv
Returning
ped her."
Layne's white wife pleadp. m.
ed for his release.
D. & R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
CRAZED BY READING
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
JUMPS OUT OF WINDOW.
statehood
of
New Mexico Central Ry.
Greensboro, N. C, March 31 Crazed
win It by
follicles closed and grown over, and
Leave
7:30 a. m., connects with No.
from reading an account of the fac 34 east
or no partisan methods, and even the gcal , ,
and 33 outh and vest
noanrt. to EO UD arm
o ilavn.vr
New
in
fire
Mrs.
U. G,
tory
York,
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections
In arm with Arizona if the latter statements upon whuf ha
.,rp!w1v ' Thompson, recovering from an attack from No. 33 east; 34 south and west
'
been accomplished by the use of Rex - of fevr' 3umPed through a window
does not object.
(Continued on Page Three.)
au
Htatenooa is oi more imy- -i
Halr T0nlCj ftnd we
today ana sunerea a oroKen tnign.
of
or
than offices tor the old guard
right to assume that What
A Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia.
nuai 4jib t.n
jiao uujuo
the new guard, or any othenbrand of for thousands of others lt will do for DRIVEN CRAZY AGAIN BY
Is too often the fatal equence. FolSEEING CHILD KILLED.
you. in any event you cannot lose
Kange.
partisanship. Katon
ey's Honey and Tar expels the cough,
;
"
.anything by giving lt a: trial on our
i ., Marct 31 Re- checks the la grippe, and prevents
xevfOurg, N.
liberal guarantee. Two sizes, 50c and leased from the Middletown hospital pneumonia.
Taking It Out of Governor.
It is a prompt and
Continued abuse of Governor Sloan $i.0o. Remember, you can obtain Re, fnr th in
last. Satnrdav n
medicine that contains
not au Remedies ln this
by the Phoenix Gazette will
community only Mrs. Fred Desendorf was returned tcC no narcotics.
It is as safe for your
likely disturD miH aiBiinguiBueu bu- at our store xne Kexall Store. The day, her mind unbalanced i, ;ain by children as yourself.
Capital
r iscuer
s
tleman to au
seeing a child killed by a street car,
six-fo-

n

t.

d

Lesve

macy.

d

-

(
'
'

i

j

semi-armore- d

That

Sixty-secon-

Fighting Vessel Famous Few Year
Ago Are Not Fit for Use and
Go to Reserve or Scrap
Heap.

around-the-worl-

Mr. Andrews will undoubtedly do BROMO SELTZER KING'S
his best for New Mexico ana so win
WIFE WANTS DIVORCE.
the representative from Arizona for Baltimore, Ma., March 31 Mrs,
neea
neip. Isaac E.
his constituency but they
Emerson, wife of Cantain
,1
.
The idea that a delegation llvuxrn it.
v
w
XNew mexico wuuiu
WU
Med
cross
Vrd
for
divorce,
,
is
u
i,
her millionaire husband with
Vuch
rank nonsense. If there was
sentiment after the exciting windup of auanQonmentthe last Congress, It does not now
prevail. As for "throwing the whole
thing up," and dropping the whole
statehood issue, vide the Morning1 A Treatment
Costs
Journal the
Congress
if
Fails
it
Nothing
was
will not do it, if the Sixty-firs- t
We want you to try three large bot
bo disposed which Is a matter of
tles of Rexall "93" Hair Tonic on our
6'"'v
New Mexico has the best hand a Personal guarantee that the trial will
hard hand to beat; Arizona's can not not cost yu a Penny 11 lt does not
enmnare with it. but It looks as if give you absolute satistaction. 'mat
New Mexico was going to throw lt Proof of our faith ln thls remedy, and
demonstrate
Into the discard because some fellow u snould indisputably
behind the chair advises us not to ttat we know what we are talklnS
'
"93"
j about when we say that Rexall
play it through
on
wiU
Tonlc
bvald
General Apathy seems to be ln com- ead8- where baldness
wants
the
Range
but
mand jusf
been of such long duration that the
to wish to

T.arg l arts or rms fiyst, and also of the Chelan, Ckanogaa,
and othe- - forests, are not used by
stoi k bec use of their inaccessibility,
good supply of fonige la
although
produced. The dry grass and other
herhage both spread the flames ond
made them fiercer and more destructive than they would have been If tha
land had been grazed.
Ono of the
ohj'"'ts of the national forest adminls- '.ration is to open all available range
'o the fullest use consistent with
lrservatlon of the carrying power
ot Pie range and
t
protection of forest
grc-viand water supplies.
In earryin? out this principle, where
good (yazini.- - grounds are at present
inaccessible to stock, the aim of
tional fort administration is to open
means of communication, through the
construction ot driveways, the build- Ing of roads and tniils, etc., to the end
that stock may
wherever
forage is to be founr) and grazing can
properly be pcrralttfd. Through the
building of railroads nd the pushing
forward of the system of permanent
Improvements which hai been planned for the national forefe's of northern Washington, Idaho and Montana,
it Is believed that much hitUrto unwn soon
used range in these
be opened to use. The topography oi'
some of the country is such a to
make it available only from the
side, but American stock owners are now beginning to work into lt
from that side. Another means of
opening more national forest range
which is being actively employed by
the Department of Agriculture is the
securing of concessions from railroads
in the form of rates and facilities fol"
shipping stock ln and out of regions
where forage is now going to waste.
;

.1.

.

ea grazng.

'

ta

REPORT ON FOREST FIRE LOSSES

for-st-

s

FOR RENT SLx roomcd m dern
noise, tent, barn, 6i' fruit trts and
acre of land. Andy N. Sain? ,n.
2

Position v.' lady as
WANTED
o.
cashier or bookkeeper. ACditss
Box 331. Santa Fe, N. M.
FOR RENT

A

four-roo-

furnisUd

.
Large T.,nt
hous'; Agua Fria Sm-ethouse; Don Caspar Avenue. Api'-- .1

V.

Mayes.

WANTED

A good clerk.

One

U

clerk in a penfral store. Must be abla
to speak Spanish fluently and be a
T.
Address,
good salesman.
BURNS, Tierra Amarilla, N. M.

D.

FOR EXCHANGE We offer complete new stocks of dry goods, gents
fi.rnishing goods, groceries, etc., in
exchange for real estate. Write us
for particulars. United Merchandise
Exchange Co., 1019 East Eth St., Kan-fa- s
City, Mo.

n

TVPFWBITFRS.
and repaired. New
it'etiii furnished.
Ribbons ana sup-i'liTypewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All
work and typewriters guarantee'..
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
change
phone 231.

''learn

u, adjusted

-s

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
CAUSED

MANY

WEEPS.
MASONIC.

Moi.'.ezuma Lodge
Somebody's carelessness cost many
No. l, A. F. & A. M.
society tears, much wounded pride
and heartache. The president and
communiRegular
Mrs. Taft sent out cards to every
cation first Monday
member of the house of representaof each month at
tives and to the women folks of the
Masonic - Hall at
families of each, so far as they had
7.30.
families visible, for Miss Taft's cominH. H. DORMAN.
served
was
g-out
senate
party. The
Master.
likewise. The senate and the senate's CHAS. E. UXNEY,
Secretary.
families were out in force. Not a representative or his family put in an
Santa Fe Chapter No.
appearance at the tea, and there was
1, R. A. M. Regular
inThere
was,
thereat.
wondering
convocation second
been
Now
deed.
the mystery has
of each month
Monday
was
solved. Four days "after the ball
at Masonic Hall at
over," every member of the house got
7:30 p. m.
an invitation to Miss Taft's debut tea.
JOHN H. WALKER,
The house post office was responsible
II. P.
for the unpardonable and horribly unbusinesslike blunder nay, crime, for ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
a White House debutante is presented
Santa Fe Commandery
The
only about once ln a lifetime.
Vfry No. 1, K. T. Regular
cards of invitation were sent to the
conclave iourtn Moncapltol to be distributed December 1.
.5 day in each month at
The brilliant young men in the post
Masonic Hall at 7:30
office of the house held those cards
p. m.
to distribute on the members' desks
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
on Monday, December 6. That'B ail- -so
far as the cards are concerned. But W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
it was not all with the clerks who
Santa Fe Lodge of
committed the faux pas.
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
COMMITTEE CHAIRMANSHIPS.
Free Masonry meets on
If ln the organization of the new the third Monday of each month
house the rule of seniority is to be at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
side of Plaza.
followed, southern members will land Masonic Hall, south
all the important chairmanships. Here Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are corare the chairmanships that seem cer- dially Invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
tain to the South: Ways and means,
Venerable Master.
banking and currency, foreign affairs,
interstate commerce, judiciary, mil- HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
itary affairs, naval affairs, postoffices.
Secretary.
There are 19 house committees
of
first
as
set
down
the
that may be
B. P. 0. E.
rank. They are: Ways and means, apSanta Fe Lodge No.
propriations, agriculture, banking and
460, B. P. O. E. holds
currency, census, foreign affairs, imits regular session on
interstate
Indian
affairs,
migration,
the second and fourth
commerce, Judiciary, labor, merchant
of
Wednesday
each,,
marine, military affairs, naval affairs,
brothmonth,
yisiting
postoffices, public buildings, rivers and
ers are invited and
harbors and rules. On sixteen of these
welcome.
committees, if the rules of seniority
A. J. FISCHER,
be observed, southern members are in T. D.
Exalted Ruler,
SENA,
There
the
for
line
chairmanships.
Secretary.
On 48 of
are 61 house committees.
these southern members stand in position to be elevated to the chairmanships.
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SPROUTED

IN

HIS THUMB.

Independent Order of Beavers.
A rather peculiar case came under
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
the eyes of a physician in Washington
the other day when a young man Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
came in with a swathed-uhand, and first and third Friday. Visiting Brothafter unwrapping It poked a mighty ers are always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,
sore thumb under' the nose of the
President
physician, with the order that he jab
a knife into lt and see what ailed lt. C. J. NEIS,
The physician proceeded to jab, and
Secretary.
brought to light a small lemon tree.
Both physician and patient were deF. W. FARMER
cidedly surprised, but there was no
Homestead No. 2879.
getting around the fact that a very, Brotherhood of American Yeoman.
very small lemon seed had sprouted Meets Second and Fourth Thursdays,
in the man's thumb. He stated that
Delgado's Hall.
some time ago, while cutting a lemon,
H. Foreman C. G. Richie
his knife slipped and cut a gash ln his
thumb. He simply tied the thumb up Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
without washing it, and the cut
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
healed, but has always caused him
more or less pain, so he concluded to Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
have the thumb examined when it beMarch 17, 1911,
gan to swell up. The theory Is that
Notice is hereby given that Lucian-it- a
a small lemon seed got on the iint
of the knife and landed ln the thumb,
Ribera of Pecos, N. M., who, on
March 11, 1904, made homestead envery Fine.
Isaac's house was for sale and he try amended Dec. 2, 1910, No
told his friend Abram about an offer
for N
SW
Sec. 27, SE
he had had.
NE
and NE
section
SE
"Samuel Levlnski saldt he vould gif i 28, township 17 N.,
12 E., N. M.
range
me five t'ousand dollars vor idt,"
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
"Huh!" Abram grunted scornfully. tion to make fina: five year
proof, to
"He alnd't got five t'ousand dollars to establish claim to the land above
dehis name he candt buy idt."
scribed, before Register and Receive,
I
"Veil, know he candt. But idt
XJ. S. land office at Santa
Fe, N. M.,
a mighty fine offer." Lippincott's.
on the 6th day of May 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Trinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera,
Imminent Danger.
The great reformer set about to Pablo Gonzales, Toribio Gonzales, Enabolish all sinecures. Then he paused rique Ribera, all cf Pecos, N. M.
p

7843-0371-

Reports based on detailed field examinations made by national forest
officers of the lands burned over ln
th forest fires of last summer ln
Washington and Oregon, which have
been received by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, show that the
national forest timber loss in these
states is about 700,000,000 feet This
is somewhat less than was indicated
by the provisional estimates made
shortly after the fires. The reports
also show the importance, as a means
of protecting the forests against fires,
jf the efforts which are being maut
by the department to open new range
to stockmen.
Of the national forests in Washington and Oregon, that on which the
fires extended over, the greatest area
was the Colville, with 160,000 acres
burned. The fires on this forest, however, were chiefly surface, which are
far less destructive than fires which
travel through the crowns of the trees:
It Is considered by the forest officers
that the fires on this forest point
clearly to the valde, from the standpoint of fire prevention, ot proper
utilization of the range .under regulat- -

2

1- -1

4

4

ru

and looked worried.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

"What's the trouble?" asked the
faithful friend.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
"I'm up against a paradox," he anConnections made with Automobile
"When I get through re- line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
swered.
forming things and abolish all these Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rossinecures, I'll have one myself."
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
Quite Fitting.
fare between Santa F and Torrance
as"Ha!" said the tailor when his
sistant brought back the badly made Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
suit from his customer, "this, indeed, Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Is my appropriate fate!"
"How so?" asked the assistant,
If you want anything on earth try
"It Is," answered the tailor, solemna New Mexican Want Ad.
ly, "a flttina rebuke."
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license va issued at the court house how it found its way from Pittsburg merly agent for the Cromwell estate ployed as a nurse. Gray is about 22
to Cleofes Lopez, aged 28, of San Ge- - j to Valencia county, New Mexico.
in Albuquerque, is present from Port-- years old and previous to becoming
CITY TOPICS
ronimo, anil Manuel Garcia y Armijo,
Funeral Tomorrow The funeral of! land as a witness. The case is a addicted to the habit of taking things
aged 26 of Mineral Hill. When pay- William McKenzie, the little son of suit for specific performance of an al- which did not belong to him, bore a
no-- 4
ing lor Mb license the prospective Mr. and Mrs. R. H. McKenzie, who leged contract for the sale of valuable good reputation.
!XXXXJSX3t3SXJS33tX3SJS3S
bridegroom left his pocketbook at the dje(j eariy yesterday morning
will real estate on South Second street in
ouma re.
Couri nouse.
as u costs money to take place at 2 p. m. tomorrow from Albuquerque, the plaintiff claiming TWO HURT IN RUNAWAY
ji., jiaitu ui.
X get
Mexico
New
weather
diacovsoon
for
AT ALGODONES.
married, however, he
the Cathedral. Undertakers Mulligan that the defendant, through his agent,
jVThe
is fair tonight and baturaay,
ere(i his loss, and came to claim the and
An accident occurred at Algodones,
are in charge of the ar- Sleyster, made an agreement to sell
Rising
X
tocooler in southeast portion
pocketbook. tas Vegas Optic,
him the land at a stated price, accept- Sandoval county, which was very
rangements.
X
n s Bank officers The officers of
night.
White
ArrestedPauline
Slaver
ed
the payment of earnest money and thrilling and resulted in the unfortuGARDEN
SEEDS,
the x;nlted states Bank and Trust Wells was given a hearing before Unit-a- d afterwards refused to make a ded to nate injury of Pedro Lobato and Jaco-bo- l
to- at
the
Elks
Good
clear pictures
rnmmmv nnvl
CaDtaill N
R
ONION
States commissioner Albert Sames the property.
Lopez, who were on a wagon atnight.
A. at Douglas, Arizona, charged with a
tached
vice president, F.
to a runaway team. Lobato narLaughlin;
Guard
National
of
the
Inspection
Strong Boxes for your papers and Bridge; cashier, H. F. Stephens. The violation of section 2 of the white
death as he was run
rowly
escaped
of company
The annual Inspection
Dz.
money at GOEBELS.
over by the wagon, loaded with a ton
directors: Judge Laughlin, R. H. slave traffic act of June 25, 1910,
Mexico
National
at
L,
or
Tucumcari,
FOR RENT House furnished
of drilling bits, but Jaeobo Lopez reHanna, J. B. Larny, Fred Muller, H. W. which provides against the sale of
Guards, will be held April 7, A. S. ceived
X). b. Lowitzki.
unfurnished.
Coffman and F. A. Bridge. Mr. Coff-ma- tickets to or othewise providing for
only a slight bruise on his right
terof the
An Almost Universal Custom now is
is also the president of the Ar- the transportation of immoral women. Brookes, adjutant general
hand. Both were .taken to Algodones
acAbbott
Colonel
S.
with
ritorial
and
of
troops
Easter
the giving
gifts,
for treatment.
royo Hondo Irrigation Company, suc- The defendant was held to answer to
companied by an officer of the regular
Spitz, in his advertisement today is ceeding G. Franklin Flick as head of the federal
dry
in
of
sum
the
grand
jury
board.
army will form the inspecting
'making some very timely suggestions. that company.
FIFTEEN YEAR OLD GIRL
$500. This is the first case heard un- An
hen,
effort will be made by Captain O.
Read the ad.
MURDERED IN OHIO.
der
this
of
trafthe
clause
white slave
Temporary Injunction Against MotThe
FINE.
Publications
ARE
New;
Fewer
THEY
F. Edler to make as good a showing
Newark, O., March 31. The body of
fic
act
in
Arizona.
in
was
"filed
district
court
the
herSuit
the
for
rankas last year, when the company
Mexico State Democrat will,
Elsie Henthrone, a
Bias Montana
The Danger That Lurks in the Cup ed first in many points.
present, be issued once a week instead of Bernalillo county by
school girl, was found at the foot of
What might have been a tragedy
to against his wife, Narcisa Aranga de
of twice a week, but promises
Fourth Jail Breaker Recaptured
a hill some distance from the village
Phone No.4.
Phone No. 4.
make it three times a week when Montano, asking that the custody of occurred a few nights ago when a After being at liberty for eight days. of Pataskala. A bullet hole in her
Las
two
minor
be
to
children
awarded
his
man,
after,
young
Vegas
taking Earl Gray, one of the tea prisoners head n showed how she come to her
statehood comes.
COun.
You Are Advised to get ready for the plaintiff. The complaint alleges several too many drinks, attempted wno escap;d from. the
death. Dan Moreland, a farmer was
Easter by taking advantage of the that the defendant is an unfit person iu assaun wun a rocK a memuer oi ty jail in the wholesale jail delivery brought to the county jail here under
the police force who advised him to or. the
many Easter gift suggestions in the to have the custody of the children.
morning of Wednesday, March guard and is being held pending an
The court granted a temporary injunc- - get off thevstreets and go home and 22, was taken into custody in
,
ad. for H. C. Yontz in this issue.
to
bed.
numwas
called
a
The
officer
Lenten Service Tonight At 7:45 tion restraining the defendant from
Texas. Gray was picked up by
of
ber
names.
commanded
vile
He
o'clock this evening, the regular Len- moving the children out of the Juris-te- n
sheriff in Amarillo on a descrip- ADVERTISEMENT FOR
the young man to drop the rock and the
ti!
service will be held at the church diction of the court,
tion furnished by Albuquerque
PROPOSALS.
sher
enforced the order by drawing his
of the Holy Faith on East Palace ave-- i
iff's office. Gray is charged in Bernalil- - aKAT.Rll PROPOS4T.S will h repoit-er-i
t
Marrjed Coup,e in Troube
Newy
as
do
he
to
a
had
gun,
perfect right
nue. Rev. J. G. Mythen will lecture T
10 county with grand
'""dlim until 2 o'clock p. m.. April
A HAPPY CUSTOM
MORE UNIVERin
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Nice Fresh Eggs

25c

Fish Received Tuesdays &Thur sdays
We are receiving killed to order
picked poultry twice a week, try a
spring, broiler, or a turkey
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LARGE SHIPMENT
OF
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SPITS.

S.

PLOWS
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In This Shipment are all Sizes Best Adapted
To Use in This Locality

1

your winter hats and put on something
and Attractive. Don't Let the
you.
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Just
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FOR THE MEN.

It Pays

The Cash Store

To Try

First

SANTA FE HARDWARE

2

JULIUS H. GERDES

RE

The Opening of Hart Schaffner & Marx Spring and Summer Clothing, the biggest and largest assortment of Mens and Young
Men's Clothing that ever was shown in the City of Santa Fe, Now Ready for You.

Be Careful
Now;

Hart Schaffner

"

You
May make a mis
take; and even a

'

III

small error may
lose the gamel
We're

about

ral4p

talking
,b

Clothes are here in

this

store;

you

need only to come

here and say you
want these clothes;
the clothes game
is won.
Have you seen the
new idea in clothes
The Shapemaker? It s
great for the figure; a
young men's style for
all ages. Many other
suits and overcoats for
you. New models and
weaves.

u'y i n g

clothes;'it's so easy
to make mistakes
that a lot of fellows
make them. It's

just as easy to
play the game
right.

Suits $20 to $30

This Store is the Home of
Hart Schaffner

& Marx

This Store is the Home of

&

Marx Clothes
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NATHAN SALMON
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Clothes

